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Abstract

Internet of Things (IoT) refers to an evolution of the current Internet in which a large number of “smart objects” sense their surroundings and communicate amongst themselves and to data analytic servers. IoT applications are rooted in our physical world to offer users more convenient context and location-aware services, for which a common requirement is the ability to locate objects. Two approaches are proposed to localize IoT objects based on Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology: localize mobile/stationary tagged objects through a set of coordinated readers that report to a central server and localize mobile reader based on connectivity information with a set of tags deployed at known locations. The former is based on a centralized and fixed infrastructure which provides limited scalability while the latter is not cost effective for IoT settings as a large number of objects have to be equipped with RFID readers. In a typical IoT environment, there are considerable RFID crowdsourcing resources in terms of a large number of tags attached to objects and a considerable group of ad hoc mobile readers which are possibly heterogeneous and un-coordinated and can be used for locating objects.

We investigate this promising direction and devise distributed localization schemes that leverage heterogeneous and independent mobile RFID readers along with RFID tags’ residual memories to cooperatively localize passive-tagged objects, while maintaining high scalability. In estimating object location, Multilateration is a commonly used technique that estimates object location based on the intersection of all plausible areas where the object is expected to exist. This technique requires at least three concurrent readings about an object to estimate its location which is a challenge under IoT settings.

We address ways to overcome this challenge and provide better location accuracy in the absence of sufficient concurrent readings. We propose location information dissemination strategies that work on providing high location information availability with low overhead. We validate our schemes via extensive simulation and field experiments and show that our approach has the potential to provide localization service in typical IoT environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ability to embed intelligence into everyday objects, by augmenting objects with different sensors and actuators, creates autonomous “smart objects” with the ability to interact with their environment. Smart objects sense and interpret their surroundings and, by means of unique addressing schemes, communicate amongst themselves and to data analytic servers forming pervasive computing environments [1] [2]. The popularity of these smart objects in our daily life along with the possibility of having millions or billions of them sprouts the idea of the Internet of Things (IoT). The term IoT was originally used by the Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) development community, and can be broadly defined as a decentralized system of smart objects which are seamlessly integrated into an information network; continuously providing a variety of smart services via the Internet with support of a set of enabling technologies and communication solutions. The realization of IoT faces a number of challenges, including heterogeneity of objects, resource efficiency, scalability, interoperability and data interpretation, localization and tracking, as well as security and privacy [3] [4].

IoT applications span a wide and diverse range of domains such as: transportation, healthcare, smart environments, environmental monitoring, inventory and product management, and security and surveillance [5]. These applications are rooted in the physical realm typically to offer users more convenient context and location-aware services, each of which has different requirements. For context information to be useful, and for enabling location-based services, the ability to locate objects is essential. This problem is known as “object localization” [6] - [13], which generally refers to the process of determining where the object of interest is be it static or mobile. In the...
case of a static object, its location needs to be determined once. However, location sampling is required periodically to determine the location of a mobile object.

RFID, a key technology in IoT, stands at the forefront for the purpose of object identification and tracking [2] [14] [15]. In the past few years, RFID development has achieved unprecedented technical progress in addition to cost reductions and standardization [16]; resulting in unconventional utilizations and massive deployments beyond mere identification (e.g., asset tracking, manufacturing, payment systems, security and access control) [17]. RFID can provide localization service in an inexpensive, reliable, flexible and scalable manner, which are key requirements in IoT applications.

A typical RFID system is composed of a set of tags (passive, semi-passive or active according to the source of power and self-capabilities) and a set of readers, the passive tag is the least and the reader is the most expensive. Accordingly, several RFID localization systems have been proposed to localize mobile/stationary tagged objects or mobile readers [13] [18] [19]. In reader localization, objects are equipped with RFID readers and are localized based on connectivity information with a set of active or passive tags deployed at known locations. Whereas in tag localization, objects are embedded with RFID tags and are localized through a set of coordinated RFID readers. Readers report tags’ spatial information (i.e., tag ID, time of detection and tag to reader distance) to a central server for location estimation as shown in Figure 1.1. Reader localization is well suited for autonomous mobile robot applications but it is not cost effective for IoT settings as a large number of objects have to be equipped with RFID readers. While the tag localization approach has a lower cost than the reader localization approach, the former is based on a centralized and fixed infrastructure, which provides limited scalability and may not be practical in IoT settings.
1.1 Motivation

IoT applications have become very popular in our daily life offering users more convenient services through a typically large number of spatially disseminated smart objects in surrounding environments (e.g., homes, buildings, transportation). In such applications, each smart object plays a role in a distributed network of heterogeneous context-aware devices. Thus, IoT applications depend on the location on smart objects as a key functionality to take advantage of their context. Object localization solutions for such applications should address the challenges resulting from the IoT characteristics (i.e., scalability, heterogeneity of objects and dynamicity).

Smart objects are typically embedded with RFID tags or readers. Embedded RFID readers in mobile devices are being rapidly adopted due to the great interest of RFID manufacturers, along with the fast advancements in antenna design for handheld RFID readers [20] [21]. Moreover, tags have residual memories which are capable of storing data in addition to their unique identifiers, and can be utilized and shared in a given area to enhance data exchange [16] [22]. Considering this unceasing progress and proliferation, it is typical to have an environment that is comprised of a large number of RFID-tagged objects and a considerable group of ad hoc mobile readers, which are possibly heterogeneous and un-coordinated. Examples of such environments
are shopping malls, airports and attractions. Participants in these environments are typically interested in localizing some objects depending on their changing needs and context, typically there are ad hoc RFID resources that can be utilized in order to provide object localization based on crowdsourcing.

The available RFID readers are distributed, heterogeneous, and may not identify and/or communicate with one another. In addition, due to their ad hoc mobility, concurrent spatial information about surrounding tagged objects may not be available or sufficient to estimate the objects’ position. Existing RFID systems are not designed to leverage such heterogeneous distributed and dynamic ad hoc RFID resources for the purpose of object localization. In addition, in existing localization systems using RFID technology, there is a lack of a distributed information sharing approach, which ensures timely dissemination of location information among a system’s participants. From these the following research questions arise:

**R.1** Can we devise a scheme to estimate the location of RFID tags in a distributed manner?

**R.2** Can we estimate a mobile tags’ location in the absence of sufficiently concurrent proximity detection information?

**R.3** How is location information disseminated amongst ad hoc mobile devices/readers?

### 1.2 Thesis Objectives

The goal of the proposed research is to localize and track RFID passive-tagged objects which may represent a person, product, or an animal in dynamic and mobile IoT settings and ensure timely dissemination of location information based on a distributed approach. Our proposed research attempts to answer the aforementioned research questions and devise appropriate solutions, as follows:
A.1 Estimating and keeping track of RFID tags’ locations using an inexpensive, reliable, flexible, and distributed approach. To this end, the proposed work investigates utilizing RFID technology in particular to localize objects, studies leveraging the available RFID-based crowdsourcing and proposes innovative distributed localization schemes that overcome IoT challenges (e.g., scalability, object heterogeneity and mobility).

A.2 Enhancing location accuracy when sufficient concurrent spatial information is not available to accurately localize tags, which is common in dynamic and mobile environments. To this end, the proposed work devises a new technique: Time-Shifted Multilateration (TSM). TSM utilizes the available asynchronous spatial information, and based on the estimated tags’ speed and time differences, each spatial information is shifted to reflect the expected current location of the tag, providing better accuracy.

A.3 Maintaining availability of location information among a system’s participants without causing significant overhead and/or delay. To this end, the proposed work investigates different information dissemination techniques and proposes both proactive and reactive protocols to ensure timely dissemination of location information. In addition, the work studies the possibility of enhancing the performance of distributed dissemination approaches through a distributed infrastructure.

Location estimation refers to the process of determining the most accurate position of an object which can be a stationary and/or mobile (i.e., a person, product, or an animal). The term “tracking” used in this research refers to maintaining location sampling over time. The accuracy of location estimation is measured based on location error, which is the deviation between the actual location of an object and the estimated location. When a query about an object location is initiated, the localization delay is measured as the time the system takes to localize the object of
interest and reply back to the query initiator, while the overhead represents the amount of messages generated to disseminate location information or to carry out a location query. In IoT scenarios, applications may have different requirements in terms of localization accuracy and localization delay. Thus, the proposed research work considers the adaptability of both localization and location information dissemination strategies.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

In this thesis we first propose two distributed cooperative localization schemes that leverage the available RFID crowdsources to localize surrounding mobile tags. We then devise a TSM technique, which utilizes the available asynchronous spatial information about tags along with the estimated tags’ speed to estimate tags’ current location. Following, we propose two distributed dissemination techniques to ensure the availability of location information.

The main contributions of this research work can be summarized as follows:

- Leveraging the available RFID crowdsourcing (i.e., heterogeneous and independent mobile RFID readers along with RFID tags’ residual memories) in a typical IoT environment to estimate and keep track of locations of passive-tagged objects based on a distributed approach. In this regard, the research proposes two different innovative distributed cooperative localization schemes. The first is through direct cooperation amongst readers in a one-hop neighborhood, which share spatial information about surrounding tags. The second is through indirect cooperation amongst passing readers which utilize tags’ residual memory as a focal point to store spatial information about the tag.

- Enhancing location accuracy when sufficient synchronous spatial information is not available to accurately localize passive-tagged objects. The research overcomes this challenge, which is common in dynamic and mobile environments, by devising the new technique named Time-
Shifted Multilateration (TSM). TSM utilizes the available asynchronous spatial information, the estimated tag speed and time differences to provide better accuracy.

- Maintaining availability of location information through different distributed information dissemination strategies along with proactive and reactive protocols. The dissemination strategies work on providing high location information availability among system’s participants. The research also introduces a simple, less expensive and flexible infrastructure (i.e., memory spots) that are distributed in the area of interest to be used to disseminate location information and to exchange location queries; providing high location information availability with lower overhead and delay.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the preliminary background on IoT, RFID technology along with its applications, and object localization problem. Chapter 3 presents two distributed cooperative localization schemes based on RFID crowdsourcing followed by a discussion on some practical implications. Chapter 4 highlights challenges that may affect localization accuracy in dynamic and mobile environments and proposes TSM, which overcomes these challenges and provides better accuracy under different dynamicity settings. Chapter 5 presents and evaluates two distributed location information dissemination strategies: GOSSIPY Pull strategy which requires direct communication amongst RFID readers, and Dissemination Using Memory Spots strategy which disseminates location information with no direct communication amongst RFID readers. Chapter 6 concludes this document by highlighting the main contributions to knowledge proposed in this thesis, showing its limitations and assumptions and outlining potential future research directions. The relationship among the thesis’s chapters is further explained in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Thesis Components
Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we present background material related to the work in this thesis. We start by defining the term IoT in Section 2.1, describe its enabling technologies, and discuss IoT applications. In Section 2.2, we focus on RFID technology as one of the key technologies for IoT, explain RFID system components, and give some examples of RFID applications in different domains. Section 2.3 discusses object localization problem, explains different measurement and location estimation techniques, and shows how mobile anchors can be a solution for dynamic environments when fixed anchors are infeasible.

2.1 The Internet of Things: Concept, Technologies, and Applications

The term IoT originated within the RFID development community and pioneered by the Auto ID Labs\(^1\) more than 15 years ago, fosters continued development in academia and industry. Several research efforts have been made to define the IoT concept, predict its future and address its expected challenges [23] - [27]. For example, the work in [23] looks at the IoT as a vast and unexplored research area with no borders in which all current technologies participate with specific roles to provide solutions that are normally ad hoc and distributed. While the work in [24] defines IoT as a world-wide network of a huge number of uniquely addressable objects that are interconnected based on standard communication protocols. The authors of the work in [25] invoke three different IoT definitions defined by the RFID group, the Cluster of Europe

\(^1\) http://autoidlabs.org/
research projects\textsuperscript{2}, and Forrester Research\textsuperscript{3} to give a more user centric definition of the IoT. They defined IoT as an interconnection of sensing and actuating devices which provides the ability to share information across different platforms using a unified framework; creating a common operating environment for enabling innovative applications. In our approach, we define IoT as “a decentralized system of smart objects which are seamlessly integrated into an information network; continuously providing a variety of smart services over the Internet with support of a set of enabling technologies and communications solutions”. These smart objects are autonomous objects with the ability to interact with their environment, sense and interpret their surroundings and, by means of unique addressing schemes, communicate amongst themselves and to data analytics servers forming pervasive computing environments.

IoT is built upon many technologies which can be broadly grouped into identification, sensing and communication, and middleware technologies [26]. RFID technology is most prominent for the purpose of object identification in IoT where an object, a person and even an animal, can be tagged by a small lightweight tag which holds a unique identifier for that object. RFID is further supported by WSN technology to augment the awareness of the surrounding environments; opening the door for abundant of new context-aware applications [27]. In addition, communication technologies such as WLAN, ZigBee, Bluetooth, and M2M are commonly used in IoT; taking into consideration the different power and communication capabilities of the heterogeneous objects. The middleware is a software layer used to integrate the aforementioned technologies with the application layer; enabling developers to seamlessly develop new services irrespective of the underlying technologies along with the prospective data formats. In the literature, there are several middleware solutions proposed such as Hydra, Ubiware, and Wherex,

\textsuperscript{2} \url{http://www.internet-of-things-research.eu/}
\textsuperscript{3} \url{https://www.forrester.com/home/}
which are comprehensively surveyed in reference [28] w.r.t. some functional requirements (i.e.,
device management, interoperation, platform portability, security and privacy as well as context-
awareness). The study in [28] shows that almost all of the middleware solutions focus on device
management and do not provide context-awareness functionality which is a core requirement for
pervasive and ubiquitous computing.

Applications under the umbrella of IoT span a wide and diverse range of domains which can
be broadly classified into five different categories: industrial or enterprise, healthcare, smart
infrastructure, social, and security and surveillance [24] - [27]. Figure 2.1 illustrates some
application scenarios under each category while more application scenarios can be found in [29]
and [30]. Each application has its own challenges and technical issues however there are some
common IoT specific challenges that need to be addressed for the vitality of those applications.
These challenges include: security, privacy, data integrity and analytics, mobility support,
heterogeneity of objects, and scalability. In addition to these challenges, there are technology
specific challenges such as architecture, energy efficiency and quality of service.

![Figure 2.1: IoT Application domains and relevant scenarios.](image-url)
2.2 RFID Technology and Applications

RFID technology stands at the forefront of IoT enabling technologies through which “things” are identified from a distance by means of small, lightweight, and inexpensive transponders called tags [14] [15]. Originally RFID was grouped under Automatic Identification (AutoID) technologies, developed to overcome the limitations of the traditional bar code technology [31]. However in recent years, we have witnessed considerable development and technical process in RFID coupled with cost reductions and standardization [16]; resulting in mainstream applications beyond mere identification [17]. In a typical scenario, an RFID system consists of three components: tag, reader/writer device, and application server which interact with each other, as shown in Figure 2.2. As illustrated in the figure, the reader/writer interrogates a tag by broadcasting RF signals through its antenna, the signal is received by the tags’ antenna hence the tag is powered and is able to reply back to the reader/writer by its identifier and possibly by data stored in its memory. This is known in the literature as the backscattering modulation technique [32] which is the standard communication protocol in passive RFID systems that are adopted in our approach. The other class of RFID systems is the active one, where tags are self-powered by means of internal batteries which affect their cost, size, and lifetime. We next explain

![Figure 2.2: Typical RFID system components and operation processes.](image-url)
the characteristics of passive and active RFID systems along with their unique features, present some applications, and discuss several of the expected challenges and open issues.

2.2.1 Current RFID Systems

RFID systems can operate in four different frequencies: Low Frequency (LF, 125-134 KHz), High Frequency (HF, 13.56 MHz), Ultra-High Frequency (UHF, 860-960 MHz), and Microwave (MW, 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz) [33]. System operations in LF and HF are based on inductive coupling between the reader and the tag antennas through a magnetic field which results in relatively short reading ranges (less than a meter). These systems are less expensive compared with UHF and MW and usually are used for applications where reading information from short distances is required. In UHF and MW, systems use electromagnetic waves propagating between reader and tag antennas and accordingly have long reading ranges (technically up to 100 meters), which suits a wider range of applications [15] [34]. Under these specifications, however, passive and active systems have their own characteristics in terms of: size, cost, reading ranges, memory capacity, and lifetime which are mainly centered on the type of tags used which can be either: passive, semi-passive, or active [35] according to its source of power.

Passive RFID tags

The passive tag is the least expensive as it harvests energy from the reader based on backscattering modulation. It operates under the constraints that it is within the RF field of the reader, and the power received from the reader is sufficient to power its microchip and to send back information on the same wave. Thus, passive tags typically provide short reading ranges and have less data storage compared to active tags (up to 10 meters) however, it is inexpensive, tiny, and has almost endless life time; making it the most prominent type of RFID tags today.
Semi-passive RFID tags

This type of tags, also named Battery-Assisted Passive (BAP) tag, is powered by a reader for communication (like passive tags), and has an internal battery to power its internal circuits. It has a relatively long reading range compared with a typical passive RFID tag, on-board processor along with off-board sensors such as a thermal sensor, and larger data storage. Since their cost is much higher than passive tags, semi-passive tags are used mainly for costly items that are read over longer distances (up to 30 meters).

Active RFID tags

In contrast to passive tags, an active tag has an on-board power supply (i.e., battery) and on-board electronics. The built-in power supply allows the tag to automatically broadcast their signal and work as a Beacon; providing up to 100 meter reading range. The on-board electronics may consist of battery-powered sensors and microprocessors, which allows longer range of communications and higher processing capabilities. Active tags are used in applications that require data collection and processing such as medical equipment, supply chain management of high value products, and animal tracking as part of environmental monitoring.

2.2.2 RFID Applications

RFID applications span a range of diversified domains such as logistic, retail, toll system, security, ticketing, location-based services, conferences, exhibitions, and healthcare [14], [36] - [38]. For instance, in supply chain management, goods are identified and tracked from manufacture to their point of sales by means of RFID readers and passive tags. RFID also influences most product delivery applications in which products are tracked from pick up to delivery; relieving incorrect delivery due to human error. In retail, RFID helps in enhancing customer shopping experiences through analyzing which products are picked up frequently by the
customer and provide such customers special offers and advertisements according to their preferences. One of the most important payment systems to be automated are the toll systems specially in highways and car parking spots where toll collection should be facilitated to relieve the traffic jam problems occurred in human manned toll stations. In these systems, RFID enables vehicles to automatically do check-in and check-out, and possibly pay the charged fee, under contactless, fast and secure environment. In healthcare RFID is used in health equipment management and in enabling e-health. RFID can aid physicians and support staff in performing their duties such as automating patient admission process, screening and treating processes, and communicating with caregiver teams.

2.2.3 RFID Challenges and Open Issues

Although RFID technology influences many domains and is considered a key factor of an abundant number of applications, it has limitations and challenges. One big challenge is the production cost of RFID components which is still not competitive to the traditional labeling technology, hence, even in its cheapest form, RFID cannot be used for low cost products. Another issue in using RFID systems is security especially in passive systems due to the lack of processing capability. RFID, as a wireless technology, is susceptible to security threads such as sneaking, scanning, and authorized reading or writing data on tags which may violate privacy. Thus, authentication protocols and encryption methods must be considered when data is transmitted between a reader and a tag or between a reader and the backend server [39]. Another important issue in using RFID is the standardization protocols and frequencies. Until now, there are no universal standard protocols or formalized frequency use which hinders the global diffusion of RFID technology. In most situations, RFID is implemented internally and it is the responsibility of the manufacturers to design their standards with support of the two main
overlapping RFID standardization efforts: ISO and EPC Global. Other technical challenges in RFID arena are: the reading ranges, tag memory capacity, and reader-to-tag and reader-to-reader collision. For the latter, anti-collision algorithms are proposed which reduce the overall reading time and maximize number of simultaneously interrogated tags.

2.3 Localization Problem

Localization in general refers to the process of determining the location (physical, symbolic or relative) of an object, which might be stationary or mobile. In the case of a stationary object, its location needs to be determined once. Otherwise, location sampling is required to periodically determine the location of a mobile object which defines the term “Tracking” that might be used in this research. In the following subsections we will give an exhaustive definition of the localization problem, present measuring and positioning techniques found in the literature, along with their characteristics, briefly discuss expected challenges, and show how mobile anchors can be a solution for dynamic environments when fixed anchors are not feasible.

2.3.1 Definition and Exhaustive View

Localization is the process of identifying and estimating the location or position of an object based on spatial information or measurements (i.e., distance or angle information) with respect to nodes which have known positions (reference nodes). It can be either network-centric localization or self-localization. In the former, a central unit, named localization server, is used to estimate objects’ position based on spatial information collected from those reference nodes. On the other hand, in self-localization, the position is estimated via the object itself which is responsible of collecting spatial information with respect to reference nodes deployed in the environment and estimates its position accordingly [40] - [42]. The reference nodes, which are called anchors or beacons, and their placement, can significantly affect the localization process. Anchors know
their positions by means of either manual configuration (hard coding) or the Global Positioning System (GPS) by fitting them with a GPS receiver, and also they can be mobile [43] - [45]. Objects are called unknown nodes and they are required to know their 2D or 3D positions and possibly their velocity, orientation, etc. in both indoor and outdoor environments. According to application’s demand an objects’ location can be one of the following types [40] [46][47]:

- **Physical location**: which identifies a point in 2D (or 3D) by giving its \( x, y \) and \( z \) coordinates.

- **Symbolic location**: which expresses a location using a natural-language (e.g., in the office or in the third-floor bedroom.).

- **Absolute location** (global): when a common reference grid is used by all objects.

- **Relative location** (local): when location is estimated based on proximity to anchors that are not common for all objects. However, if the absolute locations of some anchors are known; relative locations can be transformed into absolute ones [45].

Accordingly, localization and tracking systems are those concerned with localizing multiple objects and keeping track of their locations over time using a wireless technology such as Infrared, Ultrasound, RFID, Ultra Wide Band or Bluetooth [48] - [51]. GPS technology, despite its popularity in outdoor localization, cannot provide accurate localization indoors or dense urban environments due to line-of-sight requirements, presence of obstacles, power consumption, production cost, and object size constraints [41], [44] and [52] - [54]. In fact, this challenging problem attracts significant research interest especially in typical IoT scenarios where objects may scale from millions to billions, large numbers of objects are mobile, and objects are heterogeneous and vary in terms of capabilities and communication characteristics.

In a general, localization schemes can be considered as measuring techniques used to measure some location metrics between unknown nodes and some anchors, followed by a positioning technique. The latter uses the measured metrics to compute the location of the
unknown nodes, and optionally refine the nodes’ positions to reduce positioning errors. In the following two sections, we explain measuring techniques and positioning techniques and highlight the characteristics of each.

### 2.3.2 Measuring Techniques

The first step in the localization process is to measure some metrics for the node that needs to be localized. In wireless network, these metrics may be distance, angle, or connectivity information. Accordingly, measuring techniques can be broadly categorized as: distance based, angle (or direction) based and connectivity based [40] - [45], [55].

#### 2.3.2.1 Distance-based measuring techniques

Distance based techniques calculate the distance between a node and anchor(s) which might be highly affected by noise, interference and multipath.

- **Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)**

  The foundation of these techniques is based on the existence of RSSI as a standard feature of most wireless devices, which indicates the relative power level of the signal received by a node w.r.t. a certain anchor. RSSI-based techniques use such indicators to estimate the distance between two nodes by relying on the fact that radio signals diminish with the square of the distance from the signals’ source [56] [57]. Actually, the signals’ propagation is inversely affected by environmental dependent factors such as diffraction, reflection and scattering. Understanding the characteristics of signal attenuation may help in accurately mapping the RSSI to an actual distance. Two mapping models are used for this purpose: analytical model which uses a path-loss propagation model (e.g., electromagnetic wave propagation into space) to map the RSSI to a distance [58], and empirical model in which an RSSI profile is created during the deployment phase and then used to map the RSSI to a distance [59]; giving better distance
estimation. Such RSSI profile is created through carrying out experiments as a training and accordingly generate a database of vectors of signal strengths at given sample points (sniffing devices) in the coverage area [60] [61]. This profile, however, is subject to modification in the deployment environment; rendering it a complex and expensive solution. RSSI-based techniques are attractive as they do not require additional hardware nor consume significant amounts of the nodes’ battery power.

- **Time of Arrival (ToA)**

ToA-based techniques depend on the one way propagation time of a signal (e.g., Radio Frequency (RF), acoustic, ultrasound, or others) between an unknown node (receiver) and an anchor node (transmitter) to estimate the distance in between as explained in Figure 2.3 (a). Assuming that the two nodes are highly synchronized, ToA is measured by adding the time of a signal transmission to the time a signal takes to reach the anchor node. This can simply be calculated as the difference between the sending time of a signal at the transmitter and its receiving time at the receiver. Based on the knowledge of signal propagation speed and the time difference, the distance can be calculated as: \(d = c_r \times (t_1 - t_0)\) where \(c_r\) is the propagation speed of the transmitted signal. The key issues here are the time synchronization and time stamp information, which allow the receiver to accurately estimate the signal arrival time but makes
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(a) Time of Arrival (ToA) | (b) Round-trip Time of Arrival (RToA)

**Figure 2.3**: ToA and RToA measuring techniques.
ToA less attractive and impossible in asynchronous wireless networks [62]. In addition, the type of signal used strongly affects the accuracy of distance calculation. For instance, a signal with low propagation speed and/or large bandwidth such as Ultra Wide Band provides more accuracy than higher propagation speed signals such as Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) [63].

- **Round-trip Time of Arrival (RToA)**

  RToA-based techniques avoid the drawback of time synchronization constraints in ToA-based techniques by considering a two way (round-trip) propagation time measured only at the transmitter side as explained in Figure 2.3 (b) [64] [65]. As shown in the figure, time is calculated based on how long it takes to send a signal from a transmitter to a receiver and receiving a reply back. The measured time between the transmission and the reception of the reply at the transmitter is twice the propagation delay plus a reply delay for handling the signal at the receiver which is typically ignored. Thus, the distance can be calculated as: 

  \[ d = c_r \times \frac{(t_2-t_1)}{2} \]

  where \(c_r\) is the propagation speed of the transmitted signal. RToA gives better accuracy compared with ToA however the ignored signal processing time at the receiver is considered a major error source in addition to noise, interference and multipath [66].

- **Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA)**

  \(R_1\) and \(R_2\) are timely synchronized.

  \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) are the signal propagation times.

  \(d\) is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.

  \(d\) is calculated as: 

  \[ d = c_r \times \frac{(t_2-t_1)}{2} \]

  where \(c_r\) is the propagation speed of the transmitted signal. TDoA gives better accuracy compared with ToA however the ignored signal processing time at the receiver is considered a major error source in addition to noise, interference and multipath [66].

\(R_1\) and \(R_2\) are timely synchronized.

\(t_1\) and \(t_2\) are the signal propagation times.

\(d\) is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.

\(d\) is calculated as: 

\[ d = c_r \times \frac{(t_2-t_1)}{2} \]

where \(c_r\) is the propagation speed of the transmitted signal. TDoA gives better accuracy compared with ToA however the ignored signal processing time at the receiver is considered a major error source in addition to noise, interference and multipath [66].

(a) Same signal, 2 synchronized receivers. (b) Two different signals, same receiver.

Figure 2.4: TDoA scenarios.
Named so because it depends on the difference between the arrival times of the same signal at two time synchronized receivers as shown in Figure 2.4 (a) or between arrival times of two signals with different propagation models at the same receiver as depicted in Figure 2.4 (b) [67]. In the case of multiple signals, a node has to be equipped with a speaker and a microphone which generate signals with different propagation speeds (e.g., ultrasound/acoustic and radio signals) reflecting extra cost. While in the case of multiple receivers (i.e., anchors), no time synchronization between nodes is required as in ToA-based techniques but between the anchors with a tradeoff between anchors’ separation and the accuracy. TDoA despite its accuracy suffers from high cost and difficulty in meeting the line-of-sight requirements [68].

2.3.2.2 Angle-based measuring techniques

- **Angle of Arrival (AoA)**

These techniques determine the propagation direction of the received signals with reference to a given orientation or direction [69]. The reference orientation or direction can be either: absolute, relative, or unknown, as shown in Figure 2.5 (a), (b) and (c), respectively. For the first two types of reference orientation, two anchors are enough to estimate the node position based on
AoA, however for the latter type, three anchors are required in non-collinear locations. The common approach to determine the angle of arrival is to use multiple antennas where the AoA is computed by analyzing the phase or time difference for the transmitted signals at different array elements. Another approach uses directional antennas and defines AoA by computing the RSS ratio between several well-placed directional antennas such that their main beams overlap. Due to direct line-of-sight constraint of the AoA technique the direction of the antennas along with shadowing and multipath reflections significantly affects the AoA accuracy. Additionally, a major disadvantage of the AoA approach is that it requires additional hardware, which increases the cost and size of nodes to be localized [70][71].

2.3.2.3 Connectivity-based measuring techniques

- **Radio hop count**

  This technique relies on the fact that nodes, with communication capabilities, can communicate with one another if the distance between them is less than their radio ranges. By using RSS as a built in connectivity indicator between nodes, a graph of vertices as nodes and edges as connectivity, can be drawn. The hop count between two nodes can be considered as the length of the shortest path between their correspondent vertices in the graph. Hop-count based techniques depend highly on the communication capabilities of nodes as well as their density.

![Figure 2.6: Radio Hop Count approach and anisotropic network situations.](image)
Therefore, these techniques are not applicable for passive nodes and likewise they are not suitable for anisotropic network topologies that contain holes which are unfortunately more likely to exist in practice. The two main demerits of such techniques are: (a) the distance between nodes is always integral multiples of the maximum range of their radios, and (b) the lack of a solution to overcome the problem of the precluded edges in the graph due to environmental obstacles as depicted in Figure 2.6 [44][55].

2.3.3 Positioning Techniques

Positioning techniques, also known as localization techniques, estimate the position of an object to be localized based on the measured metrics. In this section, we discuss the main localization techniques that are considered as a base to more advanced techniques: Multilateration using Least Square and Bounding Box which are based on distance metrics, and angulation using Linear Least Square which depends on angle metrics.

2.3.3.1 Multilateration using Least Square

Multilateration technique estimates the position of the object to be localized based on

(a) Ideal case, error free distance measurements.  
(b) Distance measurements with error.

Figure 2.7: Multilateration concept in error and error-free distance measurements.
distance metrics measured by means of RSSI, ToA, or TDoA. In an ideal case where all distance measurements are error free, the position of the object is the intersection point of the circles centered at the anchor position with radius equal to the distance between the object and such anchor as shown in Figure 2.7 (a). Minimum of 3 circles are required for 2D localization and 4 for 3D localization, thereafter in our explanation we consider the 2D localization. The ideal case, however, is not realistic due to the effect of surrounding noise in distance measurement; resulting in noisy measurements as shown in Figure 2.7 (b) which makes the estimation process more challenging.

This problem can be presented as a set of linear equations of the form:

\[(x_i - x)^2 + (y_i - y)^2 = d_i^2\]

Where \(x_i\) and \(y_i\) are the coordinate of \(i^{th}\) anchor, \(i \geq 3\), \(x\) and \(y\) are the coordinate of the object to be localized and \(d_i\) is the measured distance between such an object and \(i^{th}\) anchor. The resulting linear equation system can be solved using least squares optimization technique [72] [73].

2.3.3.2 Bounding Box

One of the distance-based and computationally efficient alternatives to Multilateration is the

![Figure 2.8: Example of the intersection of three bounding boxes.](image)
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Bounding Box localization technique which is also known as “minmax” algorithm in the literature [74]. Instead of manipulating circles, Bounding Box relies on the intersection of rectangles to estimate the location of an object where the height and width of the $i^{th}$ rectangle (or box) is double the distance measured between the object and $i^{th}$ anchor, the center point of their intersecting bounding box represents the object location as shown in Figure 2.8. Thus, computing the intersection of those bounding boxes is carried out, without use of floating point operations, by taking the maximum of all minimum coordinates and the minimum of all maximums as following:

$$\left[ \max(x_i - d_i), \max(y_i - d_i) \right] \times \left[ \min(x_i + d_i), \min(y_i + d_i) \right] \forall i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$$

It can be noted that the accuracy of Bounding Box technique is less than the Multilateration but on account of the computation cost; rendering such technique more suitable for powerless objects.

2.3.3.3 Angulation using Linear Least Square

This technique estimates the 2-D position of an object by using at least two angles (or directions) relative to 2 anchors along with their positions instead of the distance in between. Using the angles information and the anchors’ positions, trigonometry laws of sines and cosine are used to calculate the nodes’ position. Arguably that one anchor is used to estimate the position and the second is to confirm. The advantage of this method is that a node position can be estimated using as few as 2 anchors for 2-D and 3 anchors for 3-D with no time synchronization which is not the case as in lateration. However, the disadvantages are that extra and complex hardware is required and the accuracy is degraded as the object moves farther from the anchors.

2.3.3.4 Scene Analysis and Proximity Techniques

Some other positioning techniques are scene analysis (or radio map) and proximity [75] [76]. Scene analysis algorithms such as probabilistic, neural networks and support vector machine
firstly collect features of a scene (fingerprints) offline, as a training phase, to create a database and then use such database online to locate an object by matching the calculated measurements with the closest fingerprint. RSS is the commonly used fingerprinting method in scene analysis algorithms. The challenge with such techniques is that the database may become unreliable, and requires frequent updates due to changes in the channel and environment. On the other hand, proximity techniques provide a symbolic location of an object based on a dense grid of well-known anchors. If the object is detected by only one anchor, its position will be considered the anchors’ location. Otherwise, the object location will be the location of the anchor that receives the strongest signal from such object. Selecting a localization technique is application dependent. For instance, techniques based on angles typically achieve better accuracy than techniques based on distance but at the expense of equipment cost which is a major issue in large scale environments such as IoT.

2.3.4 Localization Using Mobile Anchors

The aforementioned localization techniques depend on fixed anchors that are sufficiently deployed in the area of interest in order to have the minimum number of measurements for the objects to be localized. Although this approach is robust and can assure a certain level of accuracy, it results in more expensive infrastructure and less scalability as well. To reduce the number of required anchors while releasing the systems’ scalability, the concept of mobile anchors is proposed in the literature and its earlier application was in WSNs [53] and is extended to RFID-based localization techniques [77]. In these techniques, mobile anchors move in the area of interest and periodically broadcast time-stamped beacon packets which contain their IDs and their current locations. Accordingly, objects can localize themselves based on the received beacon packets using one of the localization techniques designed for mobile anchors [78][79].
For example, the authors of the work in reference [80] allow mobile anchors to move in random paths based on Random Way Mobility Model (RWMM) [81]. Each object (i.e., sensor in their work) maintains a visitor list containing received beacon packets and their associate lifetime and localizes itself accordingly. However, the random mobility may result in poor performance in terms of time and accuracy as shown in reference [82] which fostered researchers to introduce the concept of predefined trajectory and to send beacon packets based on specific frequencies. Important remarks regarding the characteristics of the predefined trajectories and how frequent mobile anchors should broadcast beacon packets are discussed in [83]. The authors suggest planning the mobile anchor trajectory such that all objects are covered by at least three anchors per a time unit and the trajectories are as tight as possible for accurate localization. Based on their study, three predefined trajectory techniques (Figure 2.9 (a) – (c)) are proposed in reference [84]. In the first, the mobile anchor moves in parallel to either x-axis or y-axis as explained in Figure 2.9 (a) where the distance between any two parallel paths is double the communication range of the mobile anchor. This technique is simple and easy to implement however as mobile anchors move in straight lines, the collinearity problem raised which strongly affects the localization accuracy. This problem is avoided in the second technique by allowing mobile anchors to move.

Figure 2.9: Three different mobile anchor trajectories.
in both directions as shown in Figure 2.9 (b), because of their travel distances more energy will be consumed. In the third technique (Figure 2.9 (c)), the area to be covered is divided into 4 squares where a mobile anchor connects the 4 sub-areas using 4n as explained in the figure; providing better results in terms of localization accuracy compared with the other two techniques. Other techniques are proposed based on the aforementioned techniques such as circle and s-circle [85] which show better accuracy with same mobile anchor travel distance while s-curves [86] achieves same accuracy as of circles and s-circles but with less travel distance. Other researches depend on the ability of objects to forward messages received from mobile anchors to their neighbor objects; allowing them to localize themselves even if they are few hops away of mobile anchors. However, it is noted that all these techniques assume that objects to be localized are deployed and remain static over time and those objects are not passive and have some processing capabilities. These assumptions are valid and common in WSN applications, not in IoT dynamic environments. In IoT environments, however, objects typically are passive objects with very limited communication and computation capabilities.

The trend of using mobile anchors instead of using fixed and expensive infrastructure is also exported to RFID-based localization techniques [87][77]. In these techniques, mobile RFID readers move and detect surrounding tagged-objects and localize them with support of well-known deployed reference points named landmarks, where the localization process typically takes place on a backend server. These techniques still depend on a kind of fixed infrastructure (i.e., landmarks) but it is less expensive compared with a full-cover network of fixed readers. Despite the cost reduction achieved by such techniques, they still follow a centralized approach and strongly depend on landmarks which are active or passive tags that know their locations by manual configuration in addition to other operation constraints such as number of concurrent
mobile readers. We remark that scalable RFID-based localization techniques using mobile readers is still an open research area.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we give an introduction about IoT and its main components. We follow by giving an overview about IoT enabling technologies, highlighting some of the IoT applications, and discussing the challenges that result from the ad hoc nature of IoT environments. The chapter provides background about RFID technology as a key player in IoT, presents different RFID systems along with their strengths and limitations, overviews some of current applications, challenges, and open issues. In addition, we take the advantage of this chapter to give an extensive background about localization problem, illustrate its two main building blocks: measuring techniques and positioning techniques, and explain each block by presenting their most dominant techniques. We give a glimpse on using mobile anchors for localization for cost reductions and flexibility and illustrate how this concept, as yet, is a hot of research area especially in RFID-based localization.
Chapter 3

Estimating and Keeping Track of Objects Locations

As mentioned earlier RFID technology has unique features: non-line-of-sight communication, cost and power efficiency, high data rate and security which sparked the extensive use of RFID systems for object localization and tracking [77], [88] - [91], [94] - [101]. Existing RFID systems follow a centralized and coordinated approach in which readers communicate with a central server. In this chapter, we advocate the use of RFID crowdsourcing through the heterogeneous and independent mobile RFID readers along with RFID tags’ residual memories, in object localization.

We propose two innovative distributed cooperative localization schemes to estimate and keep track of locations of passive-tagged objects based on crowdsourcing in indoor/outdoor environments. First, we propose Reader Direct cooperation System (ReaDS) [92], in which localization service is provided through direct cooperation amongst readers in a one-hop neighborhood which share spatial information about surrounding tags under time constraints. Second, we propose Reader Indirect Cooperation through Tags memory (RICTags) system [93], in which the readers do not have to directly communicate with one another but indirectly cooperate through utilizing the tags’ residual memory as a focal point to store spatial information. RICTags releases communication overhead in large crowdsourcing environments (e.g., sport activities, conferences and fairs) where users, represented by mobile readers, do not have to communicate or know of each other. We remark that this approach is fundamentally different from existing tag localization techniques as it leverages RFID crowdsourcing in a distributed scalable approach, as opposed to the existing fixed centralized infrastructure.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 presents the related work and shows the motivation behind devising ReaDS and RICTags systems. Systems’ components, notations and assumptions are given in Section 4.2. The exchanged information between system entities is explained in Section 4.3. Section 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate in details the operation of ReaDS and RICTags respectively, while Section 3.5.3 discusses practical implication along with user authentication and privacy issues and concludes the chapter.

### 3.1 Related Work and Motivation

The localization principles discussed in Chapter 2 can be applied to RFID systems [18]. Accordingly, several RFID-based localization systems have been proposed in the literature, which can be broadly categorized into reader localization and tag localization [13][19].

In reader localization systems [88], [94] - [97], typically a large number of active and/or passive tags are deployed at known locations in the area of interest to represent landmarks for mobile objects. Each mobile object, which is equipped with an RFID reader, estimates its location based on the connectivity information with those landmarks. For instance, in [88], the authors attach reference tags to the floor and ceiling into a square pattern to localize a mobile reader using the weighted average method and a weighting function. While in [94], the same approach is followed but the accuracy of localization is enhanced by rearranging the reference tags into a triangular pattern. However, in such systems, the required number of reference tags is relatively high. To avoid the dense deployment of reference tags, SLAC-RF [97] proposes specialized tags named supertags. Each supertag is an array of RFID tags which are arranged to simulate a virtual antenna array. A mobile reader which navigates the area estimates its position using the phase difference of received signals with respect to supertags along with inertial navigation system (INS) measurements. As well, the authors of [95] and [96] propose localization methods based on
the geometric knowledge of the identification region in 3D space to provide a finer degree of localization. However, the work in [96] considers the fault frequency in localization and proposed a quality index to measure the quality of localization results.

In tag localization systems [77], [89] - [91], [98] - [101], an infrastructure of RFID readers, which detect tags and report detection information to a central server for location estimation, is used. For example, based on the inter-tag distances at multiple fixed readers, systems in [90] and [91] have been proposed where SpotON [90] is the pioneer. SpotON estimates tag location using an aggregation algorithm; ignoring measurement uncertainty caused by the environment dynamics. LANDMARC [98] uses an RFID reader infrastructure along with reference tags to calibrate the environment dynamics. By comparing the Received Signal Strength (RSS) from the targeted tag with those of reference tags, the server estimates the tag location based on the locations of the k-nearest reference tags. Improvements to LANDMARC were proposed in [99] for reference tags placement and their contribution to tag location estimation. VIRE [100] and LVIRT [101] use virtual reference tags instead of a dense deployment of reference tags. In such systems, the RSS readings of each virtual reference tag for each reader are calculated using those of surrounding real reference tags. For instance, VIRE calculates the RSS of each virtual reference tag using the RSS of the surrounding reference tags and a linear interpolation algorithm. Then, it compares a tags’ RSS to that of reference tags either real or virtual, identifies all plausible locations and filters them using an elimination algorithm. An attempt to localize tagged objects using mobile readers is proposed in [77] with support of landmarks which are active or passive tags distributed randomly and know their locations by manual configuration. The reader-tag distance and tag-landmark distance are then used to estimate the tag location based on analytical method. The system depends on the availability of two concurrent readers, landmarks and a probabilistic RFID map-based technique which handicap the systems’ scalability.
Reader localization systems are inherently distributed and provide good accuracy through a cost effective infrastructure. However, they suffer from the high cost of associating an RFID reader with every object, rendering such an approach infeasible for IoT settings. On the other hand, although tag localization systems cater to a wide range of applications, the centralized and fixed infrastructure-based systems provide limited scalability and may not be a practical solution for IoT settings especially in outdoor environments.

In a parallel scope, Tile which is a Bluetooth tracker is introduced to localize personal items by attaching it to everything that needs to be localized and is supported with an app designed for this purpose. Although Tile’s objective is to localize everyday items and keep track of them, it has some limitations as a Bluetooth-based device. First, it costs $25USD for each one, compared with just pennies apiece for RFID passive tags which hinder its usage in IoT applications. Second, Bluetooth consumes more energy for communications and its devices use less life time batteries compared with RFID passive tags which work with no battery. Last, Tile is larger in size and weight compared with RFID passive tags which come with a variety of forms to suit different applications.

In typical IoT environments there is abundance of distributed RFID resources that can be utilized in order to provide object localization based on crowdsourcing which, as yet, are not utilized. Towards this end, in this chapter we devise an RFID-based scheme to estimate the location of RFID passive tagged-objects in a distributed manner based on RFID crowdsourcing. For this purpose, we devise two alternative distributed cooperative localization schemes based on RFID crowdsourcing. The schemes take advantage of the following: (1) objects can be easily identified by passive RFID tags, which are inexpensive and widely available, (2) embedded RFID readers in mobile devices are being rapidly adopted due to the great interest of RFID

---

1 https://www.thetileapp.com/
manufacturers, along with the rapid advancements in antenna design for handheld RFID readers \[20\] and (3) RFID tags are capable of storing data in addition to their unique identifiers \[16\] [22]. The first scheme uses direct cooperation amongst readers in a one-hop neighborhood which share spatial information about surrounding tags and the second deploys indirect cooperation amongst passing readers, which utilize the tags’ residual memory as a focal point to store spatial information about such tag. The goal of the proposed systems is to provide a localization service indoors and outdoors within large scale dynamic environments based on crowdsourcing where deploying and maintaining a fixed central infrastructure for localization is expensive or infeasible. The following sections describe the schemes’ components, notations, assumptions, and explain in detail the operation of the two proposed localization schemes.
3.2 Components, Notations and Assumptions

Given an RFID system of \( n \) passive tagged-objects and \( m \) mobile readers, we consider a two-dimensional localization problem of the passive tagged-objects using the mobile readers in an indoor/outdoor area. Accordingly, we define the following components, which are partially or fully used based on the operation of each proposed scheme:

**Tags** – representing the objects to be localized. These objects can be either stationary or mobile and are identified by passive RFID tags. The number of Tags is much larger than the Readers in the scenarios under study.

**Readers** – representing the mobile RFID readers in the area, which are predominantly dynamic, heterogeneous, and uncoordinated. In addition to object identification, readers are also used in localizing objects of interest in the environment. Such Readers may be the smartphones or handheld RFID readers.

**Detection table** – represents a table containing temporal and spatial information about interrogated Tags with respect to the Readers.

**Location table**: represents a table containing time-stamped estimated locations of interrogated Tags based on the available detection information.

The location and manipulation of Detection table and Location table depend on the localization scheme in use and their attributes are given in Section 3.3

Thereafter in the chapter, we use the following notations to refer to the aforementioned components as well as other design parameters in explaining each schemes’ operation:

- \( T = \{t_1, t_2, t_3, ..., t_n\} \) is the set of \( n \) mobile or stationary Tags.
- \( R = \{r_1, r_2, ..., r_m\} \) is the set of \( m \) mobile Readers.
- \( CR_i = \{cr_{i1}, cr_{i2}, ..., cr_{ik}\} \subseteq R \) is a subset of the mobile Readers that cover a tag \( t_i \) at time \( \tau \).
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- \( NR_i = \{nr_{i1}, nr_{i2},...,nr_{il}\} \subseteq R \) is a subset of the mobile Readers that are in neighborhood of reader \( r_i \) at time \( \tau \).

- \( D_{\text{int}} \) is a time interval every which each \( r_i \in R \) detects Tags in its vicinity and updates the Detection table accordingly.

- \( Loc_{\text{int}} \) is a time interval every which each \( r_i \in R \) estimates the locations of the detected Tags based on spatial information in hand (i.e., the available valid records in Detection table).

Typically, \( D_{\text{int}} < Loc_{\text{int}} \).

- \( D(t_i) = \{d_1(t_i), d_2(t_i),...,d_k(t_i)\} \) is the set of \( k \) records in Detection table w.r.t. a tag \( t_i \); representing the spatial information measured by a subset of \( R \) within a specific time interval. Each element \( d_k \) in \( D(t_i) \) is represented by \( d_k.t, (d_k.x, d_k.y) \) and \( d_k.r \), which are interrogation time, \( x \) and \( y \) coordinate of the reader position at time of interrogation, and the tag to reader distance respectively (see Table 3-1).

- \( Loc(t_i) = \{loc_1(t_i), loc_2(t_i),...,loc_l(t_i)\} \) is the location set of a tag \( t_i \); representing the location history of \( t_i \). Each element \( loc_j \) in \( Loc(t_i) \) is represented by \( loc_j.t, (loc_j.x, loc_j.y) \) and \( loc_j.LAI \) which respectively are time of location estimation, \( x \) and \( y \) coordinate of the estimated location and number of detections used in location estimation (see Table 3-2).

The set \( D(t_i) \) and \( Loc(t_i) \) are ordered chronologically.

The Readers are assumed to be capable of acquiring their absolute positions at any given time using one of the positioning systems for mobile readers (e.g., GPS, WiFi, anchors, etc.), and they are authorized to interrogate all Tags in the given environment. In our first scheme, ReaDS, we assume that Readers can reach neighboring Readers to share Tags’ spatial information. In the second scheme, RICTags, we assume that Readers do not directly communicate with one another, but are authorized to update Tags’ memory.
3.3 Exchanged Information

During the operation, two types of information are created: Detection information, which is created by Readers w.r.t. Tags and is filled in Detection table with attributes illustrated in Table 3-1. Detection information is built during the tags identification process which is carried out every $D_{int}$ and used later in location estimation. Location information, represented in Location table contains the estimated locations of Tags and is updates by Readers every $Loc_{int}$ (see Table 3-2). Each location is identified by its estimation time and a Location Accuracy Indicator (LAI) which represents the number of detections positively contributing to the tag location estimation and enhances the location accuracy. The table size of Detection table and Location table is of order $(mn)$.

**Table 3-1: DETECTION TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>The time at which a reader $r$ detects tag $t_i$ and creates a detection record.</td>
<td>$d_{kt}t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tag ID</td>
<td>The interrogated tag ID</td>
<td>$d_{k}TID$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>position</td>
<td>The 2D position of the reader $r$ at time of interrogation, it is represented by $x$, $y$ coordinates.</td>
<td>$(d_{k}.x, d_{k}.y)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance</td>
<td>The tag to reader distance, measured by means of RSS, time difference of arrival, angle of arrival, etc.</td>
<td>$d_{kr}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3-2: LOCATION TABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time</td>
<td>The time at which a reader $r$ estimates the location of tag $t_i$ based on the available detection information.</td>
<td>$loc_{kt}t$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
<td>The estimate location of $t_i$, it is represented by $x$, $y$ coordinates.</td>
<td>$(loc_{k}.x, loc_{k}.y)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAI</td>
<td>Number of detections used by $r$ to estimate the location of $t_i$</td>
<td>$loc_{k}.LAI$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 ReaDS System

Considering a snapshot of the distributed dynamic environment, typically we have a subset of Readers CRi covering a tag \( t_i \in T \) and Readers can reach neighboring Readers for the purpose of information sharing. Based on direct cooperation amongst Readers, ReaDS operates in two interleaving processes. Each mobile reader periodically: (1) interrogates Tags in its vicinity and exchanges detection information with Readers in the one-hop neighborhood, (2) estimates Tags locations based on collected and exchanged detection information and maintains time-stamped location information about surrounding Tags. Exchanging detection information between the one-hop neighbors is proposed to improve location estimation from only proximity to more accurate location information. The following subsections elaborate the system’s interleaving processes.

3.4.1 Detection Information Collection and Sharing

In this process, Readers maintain their detection table while they are moving. At every \( D_{int} \), each mobile reader \( r_i \) in \( R \) interrogates tags in its proximity, creates a detection record in its Detection table for each detected tag, and shares such records with all readers in the one-hop neighborhood \( NR_i \) as explained in Figure 3.1.

Each detection record is marked with a flag. A value of 0 indicates first hand detection information to limit its sharing among the one-hop neighboring readers only as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The number of detection records is limited to a time window which is equal to the \( Loc_{int} \) after which replacement takes place. Given that \( D_{int} < Loc_{int} \); each Loc_int may hold multiple time-stamped detection records for the same tag either from a reader itself or from a reader in CRi. This in turn provides more accuracy and decreases the probability of collinear detections [102]. To accommodate mobile tags, we can acquire more detection records within each localization interval by decreasing the \( D_{int} \) with respect to \( Loc_{int} \).
Figure 3.1: Detection information collection and sharing.

Detection information at reader $r_2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Tag ID</th>
<th>Reader ID</th>
<th>Reader position</th>
<th>T-R distance</th>
<th>Flag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t_4$</td>
<td>$r_2$</td>
<td>$t_2$</td>
<td>$d_{42}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_1$</td>
<td>$r_2$</td>
<td>$t_1$</td>
<td>$d_{12}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_4$</td>
<td>$r_1$</td>
<td>$t_1$</td>
<td>$d_{41}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_1$</td>
<td>$r_3$</td>
<td>$t_1$</td>
<td>$d_{13}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_2$</td>
<td>$r_1$</td>
<td>$t_2$</td>
<td>$d_{21}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_3$</td>
<td>$r_3$</td>
<td>$t_3$</td>
<td>$d_{33}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.2: snapshot explains detection information sharing.
3.4.2 Location Estimation

In case of stationary tags, typically most detection records positively contribute to localization accuracy. However, due to the probability of tag mobility, not all detection records are valid for localization. As a preprocessing step for location estimation, detection records should be filtered to exclude those that may negatively affect the localization accuracy, taking detection time into consideration. To do so, we consider each detection record as a circle, which is centered at reader position and has radius equal to the distance from the reader to the tag of interest. Starting with the most recent circle and follow with others one by one, we exclude circles that do not contribute to the intersection area of all previous circles. This eliminates the case where an incorrect/outdated detection is included, resulting in less accurate location. Otherwise, the common lateration or multilateration technique is used according to the number of valid detections. The location estimation process is illustrated in Algorithm 3.1, and the filtering steps

![Diagram of location estimation process](image)

**Figure 3.3: Example of detections filtering.**
(3-18) are depicted in Figure 3.3 for only one tag for simplicity. In the figure, the dotted circles are excluded since they negatively contribute to the location accuracy.

At the update Location table step in Algorithm 3.1, the number of valid detections used in localizing a tag is added to the location information record as a location accuracy indicator \( LAI \), which is used to decide which location is more accurate within the same \( Loc_{int} \) in the event of conflicting results.

**Algorithm 3.1: location estimation**

**Input:** Detection table  
**Output:** Location table

1. for each \( Loc_{int} \) do
2. for each tag \( t_i \) in Detection table do
3. for each detection \( d_j \) in \( D(t_i) \) do  
   If filter negatively contributed detections
4.  
   if \( j = 1 \) then
5.      filtered_detect_info_list.add \((d_j)\)
6.  
   else
7.      to_add_flag = True
8.  
   for each \( d_k \) in filtered_detect_info_list do
9.      if distance between \((d_j.x, d_j.y), (d_k.x, d_k.y)) > (d_j.r + d_k.r)\) then
10.     to_add_flag = False
11.    break
12.  
   end if
13.  
   end for
14.  
   if \((to_add_flag = True)\)
15.      filtered_detect_info_list.add \((d_j)\)
16.  
   end if
17.  
   end if
18.  
end for
19.  
\( t_i.position = \text{Estimate_Loc} \)(filtered_detect_info_list) \(//\) using nonlinear least squares method
20.  
Update \( Loc(t_i) \rightarrow (\text{Get (current time), } t_i.position, \text{filtered_detect_info_list.size})\)
21.  
end for
22.  
end for
3.5 RICTags System

Readers may not know or communicate with one another. To accommodate such cases, we propose using the Tags as the focal point for storing and exchanging detection and location information; allowing an indirect cooperation amongst Readers through the Tags’ residual memory. In RICTags, the Readers periodically: (1) detect Tags in their interrogation zones and write detection information on the interrogated Tags’ memory and (2) retrieve detection information obtained from passing Readers, estimate Tags’ locations accordingly and update the Tags location information. Figure 3.4 shows the general framework of the RICTags system. We next explain the tags notification and tags localization processes.

3.5.1 Tags notification

Tags’ memories are updated by passing Readers. The objectives are: (1) maintain detection records on the tag memory to be used by other passing Readers for tag localization and (2) allow a tag to know its estimated position at every Loc_int. For the former, in every D_int each Reader \( r_j \in R \) interrogates the Tags in its proximity. For each successfully identified tag \( t_i \), \( r_j \) creates a

![Figure 3.4: General framework of RICTags system.](image-url)
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Reader \( r_2 \): at time \( \tau_2 \), my location is \((x_2, y_2)\)

Reader \( r_1 \): at time \( \tau_1 \), my location is \((x_1, y_1)\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_1 )</td>
<td>( x_1, y_1 )</td>
<td>( d_1(t_1) \cdot r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_2 )</td>
<td>( x_2, y_2 )</td>
<td>( d_2(t_2) \cdot r )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.5: Snapshot of tags notification process**

detection record and writes such record into the memory of \( t_i \) (see Figure 3.5). As shown in the figure, updating the tags’ memory by a subset of \( R \) allows the tag to hold multiple time-stamped detection records which are limited to either the tags’ memory or the time window of the \( \text{Loc}_\text{int} \).

If the tag is static, most of these detection records positively contribute to localization accuracy. However, in case of a mobile tag, a time constraint should be considered when localizing the tag, to effectively ignore outdated records with respect to the \( \text{Loc}_\text{int} \), every \( \text{Loc}_\text{int} \) Readers update tags location information with information resulted from running the tags localization process.

### 3.5.2 Tags localization

The Tag localization process takes place every \( \text{Loc}_\text{int} \), Readers interrogate surrounding tags, fetch their detection information, then estimate, and update the tags’ location information accordingly. Algorithm 3.2 lists the tag localization process, where it is assumed that Tags and Readers are stationary. This may also correspond to a snapshot of the dynamic Readers and Tags case. In Algorithm 3.2, the detection records are processed first to filter out the outdated records with respect to \( \text{Loc}_\text{int} \) (lines 5-9). Then the remaining detection records are filtered to exclude detections that do not positively contribute to the intersection area of the more recent detections similar to Algorithm 3.1 (lines 10-20). The two sequenced filtrations may result in only one location.
detection record, resulting in less localization accuracy. Otherwise, the Multilateration technique is applied and the number of used detections is added to the location record as the LAI; the LAI can be used to decide which location is more accurate in case multiple locations are estimated within a same Loc_int. The tag location information is then updated.

**Algorithm 3.2: Tags localization Algorithm**

**Input:** detection information  
**Output:** location information

```plaintext
for each Loc_int do
  for each t_i in my proximity do
    set Detect_info(t_i) = get t_i.D(t_i)
    set filtered_info(t_i)
    for each record d_j in Detect_info(t_i) do  //filter outdated detections
      if d_j.time < current time – Loc_int then
        Detect_info(t_i).delete(d_j)
      end if
    end for
    for each record d_j in Detect_info(t_i) do  //filter negatively contributed detections
      if j = 1 then
        filtered_info(t_i).add(d_j)
      else
        for each d_k in filtered_info(t_i) do
          if d_j do not intersect with d_k then
            Detect_info(t_i).delete(d_j) and break
          end if
        end for
        filtered_info(t_i).add(d_j)
      end if
    end for
    set LAI = filtered_info(t_i).size
    t_i.position = Estimate_Loc (filtered_info(t_i)) //using nonlinear least squares method
    Update Loc(t_i) \( \rightarrow \) (Get (current time), t_i.position, filtered_info(t_i).size)
  end for
end for
```

The Tag notification process can result in accumulated detection information, which may be outdated after the Loc_int. To release Tags resources, Readers periodically delete this outdated
detection information along with location information and maintain only the $S$ most recent locations. The parameter $S$ is application dependent and determines the location history maintained in each tag for other purposes such as tracking.

3.5.3 Use Case Scenario

We assume that mobile devices adopted a request/reply strategy via apps designed for localization service. In this strategy, a wireless device broadcasts a query asking for the location of tag(s) of interest. Each Reader receiving this query interrogates such tag(s) in its vicinity, retrieves its location if it exists and replies back to the requestor. If the tag does not exist, the Reader ignores the query. If the interested wireless device does not receive a response within a certain timeout, it initiates another location query.

Suppose that Tom plans to attend a fair that came to town with his active young son Max. Upon his arrival, he receives a notification on his mobile device indicating that he has the option to contribute to a participatory localization service at the Fairgrounds. Tom likes the idea as he is interested in keeping track of Max. So he accepts the notification, hence, an app is installed on his mobile device along with supportive quick help. Also, he is instructed to pick up a wristband RFID tag from the site administration for Max. A considerable number of participants have the same interest as Tom, thus they participate in the localization service as well. For the sake of illustration, we define the following potential types of actions that take place in the system:

- **Action A**: A mobile RFID reader interrogates a tag and writes such detection into the tags’ memory.

- **Action B**: A mobile RFID reader interrogates a tag, fetches detection information from the tag memory, localizes the tag accordingly and writes the estimated location into the tags’ memory.
- **Action C**: A mobile device broadcasts a query asking about location of certain tag(s).
- **Action D**: A mobile RFID reader receives a location query, triggers Action B with respect to
  the tag of interest and replies to the requestor.

Figure 3.6 depicts several locations and events over a time window of Tom’s activities. Within this time window, there are 7 mobile RFID readers contributing to localization service including Tom’s mobile device. At location 1, \( r_1 \) and \( r_3 \) executed a type A action in relation to Max’s tag. At location 2, another Action A was taken by \( r_4 \); consequently Max’s tag holds three detection records. When Tom and Max were at location 2, a science show attracted Max so he moved to location 3 to enjoy it without Tom.

While Max was enjoying the science show, \( r_2 \) conducted Action A while \( r_5 \) conducted Actions A and B. When performing Action B, \( r_5 \) uses the detection records to localize Max (at location 3) based on detection records created by itself, \( r_2, r_3 \) and \( r_4 \) (by now the detection from \( r_1 \))

![Figure 3.6: Fair use case scenario.](image-url)
is outdated.) After a while, Max discovered that he was lost so he started running toward where he thought his father would be, but unfortunately, it was in the wrong direction. Tom did not realize that, thus he followed his path as shown in Figure 3.6. When Max reached location 4, Action A was taken by \( r_6 \). At the same time, Tom realized that his son was not around; he used his mobile device and carried out Action C with respect to Max’s tag. During this time Max moved from location 4 to location 5. \( r_7 \) carried out Action D, which includes Action B as well. In Action B, \( r_7 \) uses the available detection records to localize Max (at location 5). Tom received a message from \( r_7 \) indicating that Max was now at location 5. Very relieved, Tom then rushed to this location for Max.

At the end of the day, Tom and Max decided to go home. At the exit gate, he received a message indicating that his mobile device was unregistered from the localization service and the app may then be uninstalled, releasing any resources on Tom’s mobile device.

3.6 Practical Implications and Conclusion

This chapter proposes leveraging the available RFID crowdsources in typical IoT settings for the purpose of object localization through two different distributed cooperative schemes. Those RFID crowdsources are represented in the passive tags used to identify objects and the ad hoc heterogeneous and distributed mobile RFID readers in a given IoT environment. Both schemes depend on the ability of the mobile RFID readers to interrogate surrounding tags while being able to acquire their locations. The first requires the direct cooperation amongst the mobile readers assuming that readers can reach neighboring readers for information sharing, while the second scheme carries out the cooperation indirectly by means of the tags’ residual memory assuming that readers are authorized to update a tags’ memory. From the practical perspective, three points arise: (1) the availability and prevalence of such mobile RFID reader, (2) the capability of passive
RFID tags to hold information in addition to their identifiers, and (3) the authority of the mobile RFID readers to interrogate and update tags’ memory while maintaining privacy. Four categories of RFID technology exist: low frequency (LF), high frequency (HF), ultra-high frequency (UHF), and microwave frequency (MW). Of the four passive RFID technologies the preferred is UHF, due to the advantages of long-range read and write, rapid identification, and high memory capability. We next address the aforementioned three points with respect to the UHF RFID systems, justify our assumptions and highlight potential challenges.

3.6.1 Mobile RFID Reader Considerations

Due to the great interest by RFID manufacturers to compete in this rapidly growing market and the rapid advancements in antenna design for handheld RFID readers [20] and [21], there are abundant models of mobile readers in the market which are compatible with the passive ultra-high frequency EPC Class1 Gen 2 protocol [16]. From a technical point of view, these mobile readers can be categorized into two types: small and lightweight UHF RFID reader module to be embedded into mobile devices such as smartphones or PDA’s; turning them into mobile RFID readers²³, and a portable handheld UHF RFID reader with different memory, communication, and computation capabilities⁴. Both types are supported with Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and possibly GPS receivers which allow them to acquire their location outdoors using GPS-based positioning with typical accuracies of 1-3 meters and indoors using other wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi or Ultra Wide Band (UWB) with meter-level accuracy [103][104]. Typically, these readers are enriched with an operating system such as Microsoft Windows Mobile 6.5; allowing console and/or mobile applications to be developed to provide different RFID-related services including

localization. In addition, readers have large memory capabilities that can be extended up to 32 GB in some models, which is enough to hold spatial and location information about interrogated tags. These readers are also capable to communicate with each other through a variety of built in communication capabilities such as WLAN and Bluetooth.

The reading ranges of RFID readers on mobile devices are relatively shorter than those of handheld readers since the antenna for such mobile devices are typically small and lightweight. However, the continued penetration of mobile devices along with the rising demand for RFID reader products for those devices fosters researchers and RFID manufacturers to invest more into developing antennas with reasonable size and weight that increase reading ranges [105] - [108].

3.6.2 Passive RFID tag Consideration

Passive RFID tags are battery-free devices which are energized by RFID readers and respond by reflecting energy back to the reader through backscattering modulation technique. According to this technique, a tags’ antenna used to collect power and transmits or receives signals along with the sensitivity of the tags’ Integrated Circuits (IC) strongly affects the reading and writing ranges. For instance, passive tags operating in UHF (856 MHz to 960 MHz frequency) with the latest generation of silicon IC have a reading range up to 10 meters while they cost just pennies apiece56. In addition, there is on-going research in the literature [109] - [113] towards designing antennas for RFID UHF passive tags, which is a crucial element for better performance (e.g., the tag antenna design discussed in [112] demonstrates up to 25 meter line of sight reading range).

A key factor in RICTags system is the availability of a relatively large rewritable memory on passive tags. As specified in EPC Global Class-1 Gen-2 standard [16], UHF RFID passive tags’

5 http://www.aliexpress.com/item/Gen2-Passive-RFID-UHF-Tags-with-read-range-Max-10meters/1977823602.html
6 product datasheet accessed online http://www.xtremerfid.com/spec-sheets
memory consists of four different areas named banks (\textit{bank0}, \textit{bank1}, \textit{bank2}, \textit{bank3}). Table 3-3 shows each memory area along with its description and utilization. As seen from the table the rewritable user memory can hold information up to 32KB in some tags\(^7\); making such tags capable of decentralized data storage for RFID distributed systems [114].

In the tag interrogation process, readers identify surrounding tags based on their EPC tag ID’s stored in their memory, while in the writing process, a reader uses the tag ID to write data singly into the user memory of such tag. There is no standard to date to store data on the user memory however two data formats are suggested: Comma Separated Values (CSV) and Extended Markup Language (XML) data format [115] which are suitable even for tags with limited user memory. Each spatial information or location information can be represented as a set of attributes separated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bank#</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textit{bank0}</td>
<td>Reserved memory</td>
<td>It stores kill password used to disable the tag and access password used to lock and unlock the tags’ read/write capabilities. It uses 32 bit per password and it cannot store information besides these two passwords</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{bank1}</td>
<td>EPC memory</td>
<td>It is a minimum of 96 bits of writable memory used to store the Electronic Product Code and optionally can be extended only on account of user memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{bank2}</td>
<td>TID memory</td>
<td>It store the unique tag ID number generated by the manufacturer and cannot be changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{bank3}</td>
<td>User memory</td>
<td>It exists in certain tags to store user information for different purposes. No standards for number of bits used however it is usually 512 bits and some high memory tags have up to 32K bytes of memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

by commas while using a special flag to distinguish between the two types of information. For example, if the tag is located at time 8:02 in the position (1.006, 2.402) using 3 detections, the piece of information written to its user memory using CSV data format is: \([1, 08:02, 1.006, 2.402, 3]\) where the first character indicates that this tuple is location information. By considering only the most recent 20 records of location information, it takes few hundreds bytes from the tags’ memory.

### 3.6.3 User Authentication and Privacy Considerations

In our approach, we assume that mobile RFID readers are allowed to interrogate and localize surrounding tags (i.e., identified objects and people) and possibly update their residual memories in a distributed manner, which may raise some security issues such as user authentication and privacy and data integrity [116]. In the context of security and privacy in UHF passive RFID systems, a variety of protocol-based solutions are surveyed in [117] which follow one of two directions: constructing an RFID security protocol that is compatible with tags’ constraints [118] [119], or defining privacy models for RFID systems [120]. As a protocol-based solution for our approach, scalable light-weight tree-based category of privacy preserving authentication (PPA) protocols [121] or advanced encryption standard (AES) protocols [122] can be adopted. In such protocols, authenticated keys and their hashed values can be stored in the memories of both tags and readers, under secure channel, during user’s registration for the localization service. During the system operation, both readers and tags authenticate each other by matching the received hashed value of the key to the one stored at their memories. Although the implementation of such protocols on passive tags is challenging due to the power consumption, the study in [123] shows that this solution is practical even on low powered passive tags. The issues of user authentication and privacy are the subject of further research.
Chapter 4

Enhancing Location Accuracy in Dynamic and Mobile Environments

Location estimation refers to the process of determining the most accurate position of an object using the available spatial information measured by anchors or by the object itself. Location’s accuracy is measured based on location error, which is the deviation between the actual location of an object and the estimated location. In both the ReaDS and RICTags localization systems proposed in Chapter 3, we adopted the Multilateration method as the technique for object location estimation. Multilateration is a commonly used technique that estimates object location based on the intersection of all plausible areas (i.e., spatial information) where the object is expected to exist. This technique along with other lateration-based localization techniques assumes that the measured spatial information, even those from mobile anchors, is sufficient and obtained simultaneously for each object. This assumption, however, may not be reliable in a typical dynamic environment where the anchors are mobile ad hoc RFID readers typically with short reading ranges. Three challenges arise in this case: (a) insufficient spatial information, (b) non-intersecting spatial information, or (c) the intersection may not reflect the object’s real location. As a result, the difference between the actual and the estimated location may be significant. This chapter addresses ways to overcome these challenges and provide better location accuracy in the absence of sufficient concurrent readings.

In this chapter, we propose the technique Time-Shifted Multilateration (TSM), which utilizes the available asynchronous spatial information to enhance objects’ location estimation. In TSM, each entry of spatial information is shifted, based on the estimated speed and time differences of the object, to reflect the expected current spatial information of the object; providing better
accuracy. The strength of TSM technique is that it can be combined with any other distance-based localization techniques to enhance mobile object location estimation when there is not sufficient spatial information at a specific time. We analyze the properties of TSM technique and investigate its performance through extensive simulations using ns-3 with respect to average speed error and average location error metrics, which respectively represent the variance between the object actual speed and the estimated speed and the average of Euclidean distance between the actual location of an object and its estimated location (i.e., actual error).

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 reviews related work and provides the motivation behind devising the TSM technique. Notations and assumptions are given in Section 4.2. TSM technique is detailed in Section 4.3 which gives an overview of TSM’s operation, illustrates the object’s speed estimation method and explains the time-shifting process with Multilateralation. The TSM properties, including upper bounds on location accuracy are studied in Section 4.4, followed by simulation results and analysis in Section 4.5. The chapter is concluded by Section 4.6.

4.1 Related Work and Motivation

As explained in Chapter 2, localization process starts with measuring some spatial metrics, which we refer to as spatial information, for the object which needs to be localized. This spatial information might be distance, angle or network connectivity information with regard to some anchors which know their positions, and is used to estimate the object(s) location via positioning techniques such as lateration, angulation and DV-hop [124] [125]. These positioning techniques use the measured spatial information to compute the location of an object and optionally refine the object’s location to enhance location accuracy. In this approach, we focus on distance-based
spatial information along with Multilateration as a positioning technique, anchors are mobile RFID readers and objects are RFID passive tagged-objects.

Hereinafter, each record of spatial information is considered as a circle in 2D centered at the reader position at interrogation time with the radius equal to tag to reader distance, measured by means of RSS, time difference of arrival or angle of arrival according to readers’ capabilities. To localize an object in $d$-dimensional space using Multilateration, at least $d+1$ anchors are needed concurrently to estimate the object location which is a challenge in large scale ad hoc mobile networks.

Research in similar areas such as WSNs focus on how to reduce the number of required anchors to localize nodes (i.e., objects) for such networks. For example, in [126] and [127], the authors propose using iterative multilateration in which localized nodes in one iteration act as anchors in the following iteration; resulting in error accumulation due to the uncertainty in upgraded anchors positions. To decrease such an error, the authors in [128] propose filtering upgraded anchors based on their location uncertainty and exclude those of large uncertainty and range error. Another solution to the challenge of anchor less availability is range-free multilateration-based localization (RFML) techniques such as [129] - [133]. RFML techniques estimate distance between a node and faraway anchors based on hop-count instead of depending on absolute point-to-point distance estimation; releasing the requirement for a relatively large number of anchors. These solutions are typically proposed to localize stationary nodes and when extended to mobile nodes, the location estimation accuracy is aggressively affected. Prediction-based localization techniques [134] - [139] are mostly used for mobile object tracking. In this thesis, however, we tackle the problem of passive object localization based on actual and estimated measurements.
Iterative- and range-free multilateration-based localization techniques depend on the communication capabilities of nodes to capture network connectivity information with surrounding neighbors; rendering them unviable if we take into consideration passive nodes such as passive RFID tagged-objects. On the other hand, prediction-based localization techniques may impose significant storage and computational requirements on nodes to be localized which rule out their application in less powerful or passive nodes which are typical in IoT environments.

In this chapter we address the problem of accurately localizing passive mobile object when the available concurrent spatial information about objects is not sufficient. To this end, we devise the TSM technique to enhance location accuracy in dynamic and mobile environments specifically when: (1) anchors are relatively few with no guarantee to have enough anchors concurrently covering each object, (2) objects to be localized are passive (do not actively engage in or initiate communication) and (3) computational complexity is a concern.

4.2 Notations and Assumptions

We consider a group of passive RFID tagged-objects and a group of dynamic RFID readers (both are mobile\(^1\)). While they move, readers are allowed to interrogate surrounding tags hence, generate time-stamped spatial information about interrogated tags. The time-stamped spatial information generated by a subgroup of readers is then used to estimate the tags’ location and update tags’ location history accordingly. The tags’ location history is used to estimate a tags’ speed which in turn is used to enhance tags’ location estimation over time through a proposed time-shifting process.

For consistency, we use the following notations (as defined in Chapter 3):

---

\(^1\) Mobility can be based on one of mobility models for mobile ad hoc networks such as Graph-Based Mobility Model (GBMM) [140] or Random Way Mobility Model (RWMM) [81].
- T = \{ t_1, t_2, t_3, ..., t_n \} is the set of n passive tags; representing objects to be localized.
- R = \{ r_1, r_2, ..., r_m \} is the set of m readers; representing the ad hoc mobile readers (i.e., anchors).
- D(t_i) = \{ d_1(t_i), d_2(t_i), ..., d_k(t_i) \} is the detection set of a tag t_i; representing the spatial information measured by a subset of R within a specific time interval. Each element d_k in D(t_i) is represented by d_k.t, (d_k.x, d_k.y) and d_k.r, which are interrogation time, x and y coordinate of the reader position at time of interrogation, and the tag to reader distance respectively. The set D(t_i) is ordered chronologically.
- Loc(t_i) = \{ loc_1(t_i), loc_2(t_i), ..., loc_l(t_i) \} is the location set of a tag t_i; representing the location history of t_i. Each element loc_l in Loc(t_i) is represented by loc_l.t, (loc_l.x, loc_l.y) and loc_l.LAI which respectively are time of location estimation, x and y coordinate of the estimated location and number of detections used in location estimation denoted by |D_used(loc_l)|. The set Loc(t_i) is ordered chronologically.

In our approach, we consider time to be discrete and assume that readers are synchronized time wise and can acquire their own locations at any given time. Readers can access the detection set D(t_i) and location history Loc(t_i) of the interrogated tag t_i through information sharing or via utilizing the tags’ residual memory as explained in Chapter 3. As in typical localization schemes, each element d_k in D(t_i) is prone to two sources of errors: reader position and tag to reader distance errors. If the error in distance measurements for d_k is negative, the object real location is outside the circle defined by d_k. and the object is not guaranteed to be in the intersection of all d_k \in D(t_i). However, the study in [141] shows that within a set of distance measurements, the negative errors cannot be arbitrarily large negative. This allowed the authors of the work in [142] to propose a technique that converts all errors in distance measurements to be positive. In our
approach, we assume that tag to reader distance error, denoted \( \varepsilon_k \), is positive. We next explain the TSM technique and detail the tag speed estimation and the time-shifting processes.

4.3 Time-Shifted Multilateration (TSM) Technique

4.3.1 TSM Operation Overview

The TSM technique takes two inputs: asynchronous spatial information during a specific time window, \( D(t_i) \), and a tag location history, \( Loc(t_i) \), and works as follows (see Figure 4.1). First, if the tag has no previous estimated locations, TSM considers an initial tag speed based on the attributes of the mobile object it is attached to (e.g., walking speed for pedestrians). Otherwise, TSM uses \( Loc(t_i) \) to estimate the tag speed using an exponentially weighted moving average. Second, TSM performs a time-shifting process, TSM enlarges each detection, \( d_k \) in \( D(t_i) \), based on the both the tag speed and the time difference between the detection and the time of location estimation; resulting in a synchronized detection set, denoted \( D_{sync}(t_i) \). Last, TSM applies Multilateration to \( D_{sync}(t_i) \) to estimate tag location. Figure 4.2 illustrates an instance of the TSM technique and shows how the time-shifting process takes place for 4 detections. The shifted

![Figure 4.1: TSM operational framework.](image-url)
distance $\Delta r_i$ for each detection represents the maximum distance a mobile tag can travel when it moves using the estimated speed during its time difference. We next validate the positive effects of time-shifting on location accuracy. Knowing the speed of a mobile tag, the tag can be localized at time $t$ using detection information from time $t-\Delta t$. Accordingly, we can establish the following theorem.

(a) The detection set $D(t) = \{d_1, d_2, d_3, d_4\}$ for a tag $t$ at different times where $d_i$ is the recent.

(b) The set of shifted detections $D_{\text{sync}}(t)$ after expanding $d_2, d_3, d_4$ by $\Delta r_2, \Delta r_3$ and $\Delta r_4$ respectively, the tag $t$ is expected to be in the shaded area.

**Figure 4.2:** TSM technique operation: illustrative example.
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Theorem 1: A mobile tag, which is localized by a detection $d_k(t_k) = \{ d_k.t, (d_k.x, d_k.y), d_k.r \}$, can be localized after time $\Delta t$ by a detection $d'_k = \{ d_k.t + \Delta t, (d_k.x, d_k.y), d_k.r + (s \cdot \Delta t) \}$, given its speed $s$.

Proof: Given the mobile tag speed $s$, the maximum distance a tag can travel during a period $\Delta t$ is $\Delta r = (s \cdot \Delta t)$. So if the tag is localized by the detection $d_k$ as shown in Figure 4.3 (a); the worst case is when the tag is located at a point on the circumference of the circle at time $d_k.t$ and moves perpendicularly outside the circle. Considering the maximum distance $\Delta r$, if the tag is detected in a circle centered at $(d_k.x, d_k.y)$ and has a radius $d_k.r$; after the period $\Delta t$, the tag cannot reach a point outside the circle centered at $(d_k.x, d_k.y)$ and has a radius $d_k.r + \Delta r$.

(a) time-shifting of one detection after $\Delta t$  (b) How time-shifting affects location accuracy.

**Figure 4.3: The concept of time-shifting process.**

Theorem 2: A mobile tag, which is localized by detections: $d_k = \{ d_k.t, (d_k.x, d_k.y), d_k.r \}$ and $d_j = \{ d_j.t, (d_j.x, d_j.y), d_j.r \}$ such that $d_k.t$ is more recent than $d_j.t$, is expected to be located in the area of intersection between the circle centered at $(d_k.x, d_k.y)$ with a radius $d_k.r$ and the circle centered at $(d_j.x, d_j.y)$ with a radius $(d_j.r + s \cdot (d_k.t - d_j.t))$, given its speed is $s$. 
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Proof: If the tag is localized by the detection \( d_k \) as shown in Figure 4.3 (b) then at time \( d_k.t \), the tag is located at an arbitrary point in the circle centered at \((d_k.x, d_k.y)\) with a radius \( d_k.r \). According to theorem 1, the tag is also located at an arbitrary point in the circle centered at \((d_j.x, d_j.y)\) with a radius \((d_j.r+s*(d_k.t-d_j.t))\). Thus, such an arbitrary point would be in the area of intersection between the above mentioned two circles. (Theorem 2 can be generalized for any number of detections.)

The TSM technique takes into consideration the average tag speed \( s \) irrespective of the direction of its trajectory. TSM accounts for the worst case in which the mobile tag is expected to move exactly away of reader position; giving an upper bound to all possible movement directions. This allows the TSM technique to perform consistently under different mobility models (i.e., movement patterns) and relaxes the inadequacy of linear prediction for nonlinear movement as explained in Figure 4.4.

4.3.2 Object Speed Estimation

TSM starts updating a tags’ speed after estimating two or more locations for the tag. With

![Figure 4.4: Examples for prediction problems under different mobility patterns.](image)
two previous locations in hand, we measure the tag speed based on the traveled distance between them; assuming speed is constant between each consequent location as its variation is insignificant under low speed movements [143]. For three or more previous locations, methods such as Kalman filter [134] and exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) [144] can be used to estimate the tag speed. In this work, we adopt the EWMA approach because of its simplicity and low computation cost. If there are no previous estimated locations for the tag to be localized, an initial speed is assumed though (e.g., pedestrian speed).

Definition 1 (distance between two locations): Given two consequent locations for tag $t_i$: $loc_j(t_i)$ and $loc_{j+1}(t_i)$, the distance between the two locations is the Euclidean distance between $(loc_j.x, loc_j.y)$ and $(loc_{j+1}.x, loc_{j+1}.y)$, denoted as $\text{dist}(loc_j, loc_{j+1}) = \|loc_j - loc_{j+1}\|_2$.

The traveling speed of tag $t_i$ from $loc_j(t_i)$ to $loc_{j+1}(t_i)$ is:

$$speed_{j+1}(t_i) = \text{dist}(loc_j, loc_{j+1}) / (loc_{j+1}.t - loc_{j}.t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $j = 1...k-1$ | $k$ is the number of previous estimated locations for tag $t_i$. Given $k-1$ successive speeds for tag $t_i$ such that $speed_{k-1}(t_i)$ is the most recent one, the exponentially weighted moving average speed for $t_i$ can be computed using the following equation:

$$EMAspeed_{j+1}(t_i) = \alpha \cdot speed_{j+1}(t_i) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot EMAspeed_{j}(t_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\alpha$ is a constant factor between 0 and 1, which controls the rate of coefficients decreasing; attenuating the contribution of older speeds to the estimated speed. Thereafter in the chapter, we consider $\alpha$ as $(1/k-1)$.

Uncertainty in previous tags’ estimated locations may significantly affect the accuracy of its speed estimation thus, previous locations set $Loc(t_i)$ can be filtered prior to speed estimation based on a predetermined threshold $\Theta$ in terms of the number of detections positively contribute to location estimation (i.e., $|D_{use}(loc_i)|$ which is detailed in next section). This threshold can be
selected after normalizing the values of $|D_{\text{med}}(loc)|$ for all previous locations however for
simplicity, in this approach such threshold is set to 3. To understand the uncertainty of location
information and its impact on speed estimation, consider the example illustrated in Figure 4.5. As
shown in the figure, the tag $t$ is localized over time at three sequent locations, $loc_1$, $loc_2$ and $loc_3$,
however the location accuracy indicator ($LAI$) of $loc_2$ was 1 which means it is a proximate
location with an upper-bound error equal to the radius of detection in hand (i.e., $d_r$, see
Section 4.4. for proof) which contributes twice to object speed estimation. We next show and
proof the constraint at which discarding such locations provides better object speed estimation.

**Lemma 1**: Suppose $loc_1$, $loc_2$ and $loc_3$ represents three points in 2D and $loc_3.x > loc_2.x >$
$loc_1.x$. Let $L$, $R$ and $h$ are defined as in Figure 4.5, then $\|loc_1, loc_2\| + \|loc_2, loc_3\| > \|loc_1, loc_3\|$ by a maximum of $2h$.

**Proof**: From basic triangulation we have

$$(L + h)^2 = L^2 + h^2 + 2Lh$$

$$L^2 + h^2 = (L + h)^2 - 2Lh$$

For $L \geq 0$, $h \geq 0$ we have

$$\sqrt{L^2 + h^2} \leq L + h$$

$$\sqrt{L^2 + h^2} \leq L + h$$

Similarly for $R \geq 0$ we have

$$\sqrt{R^2 + h^2} \leq R + h$$

As illustrated in Figure 4.5, the distance between $loc_1$ and $loc_3$ is $L + R$

and the distance between $loc_1$ and $loc_3$ passing through $loc_2$ is

$$\sqrt{L^2 + h^2} + \sqrt{R^2 + h^2}$$

From equations (3) and (4)

$$\sqrt{L^2 + h^2} + \sqrt{R^2 + h^2} \leq L + R + 2h$$

Hence the maximum difference between the two distances is $2h$. ■
By comparing the upper-bound error of location $loc_2$ with the value of $h$, we can formulate the constraint used to filter previous locations, prior the speed estimation, based on the predetermined threshold.

**Theorem 3:** For each two time-sequent locations $loc_j$ and $loc_l$ of a tag $t_i$ such that $loc(t_i).LAI$ and $loc(t_i).LAI \geq \theta$, discard a location $loc_z(t_i) \forall z \neq j, l$ and $loc(t_i).t < loc_z(t_i).t < loc(t_i).t$ if the upper-bound error of $loc_z(t_i) \geq h$, which is defined in Lemma 1.

**Proof:** From Lemma 1 we have that the distance a tag $t_i$ travels from $loc_j$ to $loc_l$, passing through $loc_z$, is maximum double the value of $h$. If the upper-bound error of $loc_z$ is $\geq h$ and this value contributes twice to the traveled distance, then by subtracting the accumulated error ($\geq 2h$) from the travel distance we get:

$$\text{traveled distance} = \begin{cases} \text{dist}(loc_j, loc_l) & \text{the tag } t_i \text{ is located on the line } loc_j loc_l \\ < \text{dist}(loc_j, loc_l) & \text{a contradiction as } h \geq 0 \end{cases}$$

From equation (5), tag $t_i$ moves on the line $loc_j loc_l$, hence the location $loc_z$ is invalid and the theorem follows.

![Figure 4.5: Three locations for a tag $t$ including uncertainty location information at $loc_2$](image)
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The object speed estimation process is illustrated in Algorithm 4.1.

**Algorithm 4.1 Object Speed Estimation Algorithm**

**Input:** Object’s location history: \( \text{Loc}(t_i) \)  
**Output:** estimated object: \( \text{speed}(t_i) \)

1. set \( \text{Loc}(t_i) = \) location history of a tag \( t_i \) chronologically ordered  
   //limit the set by a parameter
2. if \( |\text{Loc}(t_i)| \leq 1 \) then
   - \( \text{speed}(t_i) = \) initial speed
3. else if \( |\text{Loc}(t_i)| = 2 \) then
   - \( \text{speed}(t_i) = \frac{\text{dist}(\text{loc}_1, \text{loc}_2)}{\text{loc}_2.t - \text{loc}_1.t} \)
4. else
   1. if \( \text{optimize-speed-estimation} = \text{True} \) then
      1. //filter locations that negatively affect tags’ speed estimation
      1. set \( \varepsilon = \) location accuracy threshold
      1. set \( \text{Loc}_{\text{used}}(t_i) = \) location history of tag \( t_i \) with \( \text{loc}_j \cdot \text{LAI} \geq \varepsilon \)
      1. for each \( \text{loc}_l \) in \( \text{Loc}_{\text{used}}(t_i) \) do
         1. for each \( \text{loc}_j \) in \( \text{Loc}(t_i) \) do
            1. if \( \text{loc}_j \cdot \text{LAI} = 1 \) and \( \text{loc}_j.t < \text{loc}_l.t < \text{loc}_l+1.t \) then
               1. set \( d_j.r = \) tag-to-reader distance used to estimate \( \text{loc}_j \)
               1. set \( l_1 = \text{dist}(\text{loc}_j, \text{loc}_j) \)
               1. set \( l_2 = \text{dist}(\text{loc}_j, \text{loc}_{j+1}) \)
               1. set \( l_3 = \text{dist}(\text{loc}_j, \text{loc}_{j+1}) \)
               1. set \( p = \frac{\text{dist}(\text{loc}_j, \text{loc}_j) + \text{dist}(\text{loc}_j, \text{loc}_{j+1}) + \text{dist}(\text{loc}_j, \text{loc}_{j+1})}{2} \)
               1. if \( d_j.r \geq 2l_3 \times \sqrt{p(p - l_1)(p - l_2)(p - l_3)} \) then delete \( \text{loc}_j \)
      1. end for
      1. end for
      1. return \( \text{Loc}(t_i) \)
   1. end if
   1. return \( \text{Loc}(o_i) \)
1. end if

//use exponential moving average (EMA) to estimate tag’s speed based on its speed between each two sequent locations.

1. set \( S = \{s_1, s_2, s_3, ..., s_s\} \) //set of \( s \) previous speeds, \( s_1 \) is the most recent
1. \( \text{EMASpeed}_s(t) = \alpha \cdot s_s + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \text{EMASpeed}_{s-1}(t) \)
1. \( \text{speed}(t_i) = \text{EMASpeed}_{s}(o_i) \)

end if

return \( \text{speed}(t_i) \) // represents the tags’ estimated speed
4.3.3 Time-Shifting Process and Multilateration

Algorithm 4.2 is designed to perform the time-shifting step in our proposed technique. It takes as input a number of asynchronous detections and based on tag speed and time difference, it expands the radius of detections accordingly and outputs a new synchronized set to which the common Multilateration can be applied.

**Algorithm 4.2 Time-shifting Algorithm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: asynchronous detection set $D(t_i)$</th>
<th>Output: synchronous detection set $D_{sync}(t_i)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- set $D(t_i)$ = set of $k$ detections of tag $t_i$ chronologically ordered
- set $speed(t_i)$ = estimate tag speed using equation 1 or 2

```c
for j=1 to k-1 do
    $\Delta r_j = speed(t_i) \times (d_j.t - d_k.t)$
    $d_j.r = d_j.r + \Delta r_j$ // increase its radius by distance traveled
end for

return $D(t_i)$ // represents $D_{sync}(t_i)$
```

Using Multilateration, the coordinates of the tag $(x, y)$ should satisfy the following equation:

\[
(x - x_i)^2 + (y - y_i)^2 = dist_i^2
\]  

(6)

where $(x_i, y_i)$ are the $x$ and $y$ coordinates of the $i$th anchor node and the $dist_i$ is the measured distance between such anchor node and the tag to be localized. Typically in the literature, $dist_i$ includes a measurement error $\epsilon_i$, which is a zero-mean white Gaussian process ($\mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_i^2)$), where $\sigma$ is a variance correlated to the noise free distance and signal to noise ratio (SNR) as

\[
\sigma^2 = (\text{noise free distance})^2 / \text{SNR}
\]

[147]. We assume that $\epsilon_i$ is positive and we ignore it in our study.

Equation (6) can be modified to include the time-shifting step as follows:
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\[(x - d_j.x)^2 + (y - d_j.y)^2 = (d_j.r + (s * (d_k.t - d_j.t)))^2 \quad (7)\]

Equation (7) can be solved using Least Square Method as in [141] and [148] with computational complexity of \(O(k^3)\) where \(k\) is the size of the set \(D_{used}(loc)\).

Generating \(D_{used}(loc)\):

Given all available time-shifted detection set \(D_{sync}(t_i)\) to estimate the location of a tag \(t_i\), \(loc\), \(D_{used}(loc)\) is a subset of \(D_{sync}(t_i)\) such that each detection in \(D_{used}(loc)\) is intersected with all other detections as explained in Figure 4.6. Starting with the detection with smallest radius and follow with others one by one, we exclude detections that do not contribute to the intersect area of all previous detections. This process is explained further in Algorithm 4.3.

### Algorithm 4.3 Generating \(D_{used}(loc)\)

**Input:** synchronous detection set \(D_{sync}(t_i)\)

**Output:** valid detection set \(D_{used}(loc)\)

```
set \(D_{sync}(t_i)\) = set of \(k\) time-shifted detections of tag \(t_i\) inversely ordered w.r.t. \(d(t_i).r\)

for each detection \(d_j\) in \(D_{sync}(t_i)\)
  if \(j = 1\) then
    \(D_{used}(t_i).add(d_j)\)
  else
    \(to_add_flag = True\)
    for each detection \(d_k\) in \(D_{used}(t_i)\)
      if (distance between \((d_j.x,d_j.y)\) and \((d_k.x,d_k.y)\) > \((d_j.r + d_k.r)\)) then
        \(to_add_flag = False\)
        break
    end for
    if (\(to_add_flag = True\)) then \(D_{used}(t_i).add(d_j)\)
  end if
end for
return \(D_{used}(t_i)\)
```
If a tag is stationary, all detections can be considered as synchronized and for error-free measurements, the tag position is exactly the intersection point of all detections represented as circles. For positive-error measurements, a tag definitely exists inside the intersection area of all detections represented as disks. However, if a tag is mobile, what is the confidence that the tag exists in the intersection area of time-shifted detections in the set \( D \) used?

This confidence is related to the difference between the estimated average speed and the actual speed of the tag to be localized. In the following section, we study the effect of average tag speed on location accuracy and define upper bounds on the location error considering two cases: (1) the estimated tag speed is less than its actual speed and (2) the estimated tag speed is greater than its actual speed.

### 4.4 TSM Properties and Location Accuracy Upper Bound

In this section, we study the properties of the TSM technique and show that TSM can confine the location of a mobile tag to an upper-bounded set. In our study, we focus on one of the most common performance metrics used in the literature to evaluate a localization technique which is Location Accuracy, defined as...
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- Location Accuracy: is the Euclidean distance between the estimated location of a tag and its actual location; representing the actual error. A lower value indicates better performance of the localization technique.

Although a lower bound of location accuracy is extensively used to evaluate a techniques’ performance, the upper bound assessment is not less important especially for location-based applications that require specific locations (not just proximity information).

4.4.1 Preliminaries

Consider an initial case where a tag $t_i$ is stationary:

Lemma 2: If there is one detection about a tag $t_i$, $d(t_i)$, and the estimated location of $t_i$ is the reader position $(d.x, d.y)$ then the upper bound of location accuracy is $d.r$.

Proof: A detection of a tag is represented as a disk centered at $(d.x, d.y)$ with a radius $d.r$ equal to the estimated distance between a tag and a reader including an error $\varepsilon$. Considering that the error $\varepsilon$ is positive then $t_i$ is located at an arbitrary point inside the area $A = \pi d.r^2$. The worst case, if the estimated location of the tag is the center, is when it is actually located at any point on the edge. Thus, the Euclidean distance between estimated location and actual location $\leq d.r$. ■

Definition 2: Given the intersected detection set of a tag $t_i$, $D_{used}(t_i)$, the boundary set $S_B = \{s_1, s_2, s_3, \ldots, s_r\}$ is the set of all intersection points belong to the intersection area of all $d_k \in D_{used}(t_i)$ defined by $\bigcap_{i=1}^k d_i$ as explained in Figure 4.7.

For small $S_B$, we extend it by adding a set of virtual points $S_V$ which includes the middle point of each arc contributes to the intersection area. Thereafter, we refer to $\{S_B\} + \{S_V\}$ as $S$. 

Lemma 3: Given the set $D_{\text{used}}(t_i) > 1$ for a tag $t_i$, if the estimated location of $t_i$, $\text{loc}(t_i)$, is a point with the least square distance error with respect to every point $s \in S$ then the upper bound of location accuracy is $\max_{\forall s, z \in S, z \neq s} \text{dist}(s, z)$.

Proof: Given that the measurement error in each detection $d_i \in D_{\text{used}}(t_i)$ is assumed to be positive, the position of $t_i$ is definitely in the intersection area of $D_{\text{used}}(t_i)$. Irrespective of the estimated position of $t_i$, the upper-bound error can be formulated as the maximum distance between any two points in the intersection area $\bigcap_{i=1}^K d_i$, including the set $S$. By considering the estimated location, which has the least square distance error with respect to every point in $S$, the intersection area can be relaxed to be the area defined by all points in the set $S$ which is a convex polygon. Thus, the upper-bound error is the maximum distance between any two points in such convex polygon which is: $\max_{\forall s, z \in S, z \neq s} \text{dist}(s, z)$.

4.4.2 TSM Location Accuracy Upper Bound

In this section we study the upper-bound error for TSM technique under two different scenarios: (1) the estimated objects’ speed is greater than its actual speed and (2) the estimated
objects' speed is smaller than its actual speed. In both scenarios we confine that the location accuracy is upper-bounded.

4.4.2.1 Estimated speed is greater than actual speed

When the estimated speed is greater than the actual speed, the $\Delta r$ used in time-shifting process will be greater than the actual distance traveled by the object as illustrated in Figure 4.8 (a). Considering the assumption that the measurement error $\varepsilon_i$ is not negative, the actual area where the object is expected to be located in is included as a subarea in the area defined either by one detection $d(t_i)$ if $|D_{aocc}(t_i)| = 1$ or by all points in the set $S$ and the upper bound of location accuracy is:

$$
upper\ bound = \left\{ \frac{d(t_i).r}{\max_{S_z, S_s \in S, z \neq s} dist(s_z, s_s)} \rightarrow \text{as per Lemma 2} \right\}
$$

\[ 
\rightarrow \text{as per Lemma 3}
\]

(a) Estimated speed $> \text{actual speed}$. \quad (b) The convex polygon includes the actual location.

Figure 4.8: Location accuracy upper bound in case of estimated speed is greater than actual speed.
4.4.2.2 Estimated speed is less than the actual speed

When the estimated speed is less than the actual speed, the \( \Delta r \) used in time-shifting process will be smaller than the actual distance traveled by the object which may result in: (1) The synchronous detections do not intersect (i.e., \( |D_{\text{used}}(t_i)| = 1 \)) and the proximity location estimation is applied w.r.t. the detection with the smallest radius amongst \( D_{\text{sync}}(t_i) \) (see Figure 4.9 (a)) or (2) The synchronous detections intersect (i.e., \( |D_{\text{used}}(t_i)| > 1 \)) and the estimated location of the tag is a point with the least square distance error with respect to every point \( s \in S \) (see Figure 4.9 (b)). To examine both cases we define another boundary set \( S_A \) as follows.

**Definition 3**: Given the actual intersected detection set of a tag \( t_i \), all with none negative error \( e_i \), the actual boundary set \( S_A = \{S_{AB}\} + \{S_{AV}\} \neq 0 \) where \( S_{AB} \) is the set of all intersection points belong to the intersection area of all actual detections and \( S_{AV} \) is the set of virtual points represent the middle point of each arc contributes to the intersection area as shown in Figure 4.9.

![Figure 4.9: Location accuracy upper bound in case of estimated speed is less than actual speed.](image-url)
Lemma 4: If the synchronous detections do not intersect, \( |D_{\text{used}(t_i)}| = 1 \), and the estimated location of \( t_i \) is the reader position \((d.x, d.y)\) in \( d(t_i) \in D_{\text{used}(t_i)} \), then the upper bound of location accuracy is:

\[
\max_{s} \min_{z \in S_A} \text{dist}((d.x, d.y), s_z),
\]

given that \(|S_A| \geq 1\).

Proof: Given that all measurement errors are not negative, the synchronous detections, using the actual speed, are definitely intersected and the tag is expected to be at an arbitrary point inside this intersection area however the estimated tag location is the reader position which may be located outside such an intersection area. If the reader position is located inside the intersection area, Lemma 3 is valid and this lemma is proved. If the reader position is located outside the intersection area, then the upper bound of location accuracy is the maximum distance between the reader position and any point inside the intersection area. This can be relaxed to the maximum distance between the reader position and any point \( s \in S_A \) and the lemma follows. 

Lemma 5: If the synchronous detections intersect and the estimated location of the tag is a point with the least square distance error with respect to every point \( s \in S \) then the upper bound of location accuracy is:

\[
\max_{s} \min_{s \neq z} \text{dist}(s_x, s_z),
\]

given that \(|S_A| \geq 1\) and \(|S| \geq 1\).

Proof: If the estimated intersection area is fully included in the intersection area of the synchronous detection using actual speed then definitely the two points, which define the maximum distance, \( s_x, s_z \in S_A \) thus Lemma 3 is valid and this lemma is proved. If the estimated intersection area is partially included in the intersection area of the synchronous detection using actual speed then the upper bound is defined as the maximum distance between any point in the actual intersection area and any point in the estimated intersection area. As in Lemma 3, this problem can be relaxed by considering the polygon defined by points in \( S_A \cup S \)
thus the upper bound of location accuracy is the maximum distance between its vertices and the lemma follows.

4.5 Simulation Results and Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the TSM technique and investigate its performance under different dynamicity settings through extensive simulations using ns-3. During the conducted experiments, we compare the performance of TSM with the Multilateration technique. Specifically we are interested in *average speed accuracy* and *average location error* metrics defined as follows:

- **Average Speed Error** which represents the difference between the object actual speed and the speed estimated by the TSM technique. This metric is strongly related to the availability of objects’ location history and how accurate these locations are. Lower values for this metric indicate better performance.

- **Average Location Error** which represents the Euclidean distance between the actual location of an object and its estimated location (i.e., actual error). This metric is directly affected by the valid detections used in location estimation as well as how accurate those detections are. A lower location error indicates better performance.

4.5.1 Simulation Setup

We adopt the ns-3 network simulator [149] to implement all processes of TSM technique and to simulate an IoT scenario as shown in Figure 4.10. This scenario represents an open area of 250m x 250m in which we randomly deploy abundant number of passive objects or simply tags (i.e., 1000 passive tags) to simulate a typical crowd event such as a city Fair or festival. We only consider 100 randomly selected tags to be localized. In addition, we deploy a number of mobile
readers that, along with the tags, move based on Random Way Mobility Model with a pedestrian speed ranging from 0.7m/sec to 1.5m/sec. While they move, readers are allowed to detect and notify surrounding tags, with a reading range of 7m, and localize interrogated tags based on TSM technique. Localization information is disseminated using the RICTags technique explained in Chapter 3.

We adopt the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) for estimating the distance between a tag and a reader in each detection; considering measurements error. In measuring a distance between a tag $t_i$ and a reader $r_j$, we introduce an error $\epsilon_{ij}$ as a zero-mean white Gaussian process ($\mathcal{N}(0,\sigma^2_{ij})$), where $\sigma$ is a variance correlated to the noise free distance and signal to noise ratio (SNR) as $\sigma^2 = (\text{noise\_free\ distance})^2/\text{SNR}$, which is assumed to be accurately estimated and is a known priori [147]. In addition, as we assume that readers are capable of acquiring their

![Figure 4.10: An open area where tags and readers move using random way mobility model.](image)
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positions which may contain error as well, we consider an error in both $x$ and $y$ coordinates of a reader position as a zero-mean white Gaussian process ($\mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_i^2)$), where $\sigma$ is a value ranged from 0.2m to 1.4m. When this error is not mentioned, we assume that mobile readers are accurately localized.

We perform the simulation experiments under different settings in terms of the number of mobile readers and mobility speed of both readers and tags. The results shown are averaged over ten different independent runs with distinct random seeds with a total simulation time of 5000sec per run. The results are within $\pm$ 3% of the average with 90% confidence level.

4.5.2 Results and Analysis

We examine the simulation results for two cases: when an object location is estimated using one or more detections ($LAI \geq 1$) and when at least three detections are used in location estimation ($LAI \geq 3$). The latter will naturally result in higher localization accuracy hence less location error, but may not always be feasible. In the case of only one detection, both TSM and Multilateration techniques give an approximate location which is the reader position at time of detection however TSM benefits from old detections and estimated tag speed to enhance the location accuracy.

Average Speed Error:

In this experiment, we study how accurate TSM estimates tag speed and show the impact of tags’ mobility on the average speed error, while considering different numbers of mobile readers (50, 100, and 150). The results, as depicted in Figure 4.11, show that TSM gives lower average speed error at low mobility (from 0.8m/sec to 1.2m/sec) for different numbers of mobile readers: average of 9%, 7%, and 4% for 50, 100, and 150 mobile readers, respectively. Increasing the number of mobile readers decreases the average location error (as shown in Figure 4.13) which
helps TSM to have more accurate location history, which enhances the speed estimation. Note that even the average speed error increased to 13% at high mobility (in case of 150 mobile readers), the average location error is not aggressively affected as showing in Figure 4.15. From Figure 4.11, we also conclude that within the same scenario, the upper bound defined in Section 4.4.2.1 can be applied at low mobility while the upper bound defined in Section 4.4.2.2 can be applied at high mobility. The definition of low or high mobility depends on the value of application parameters such as the number of mobile readers and the default speed in the absence of location history (we adopt 0.9m/sec as a default speed in our scenarios).

We also study the average speed error over the simulation time for high mobility speeds. In this experiment we measure the average speed error over 5 sequenced time intervals (500sec per each); considering 3 different tags’ mobility (1.1m/sec, 1.3m/sec, and 1.5m/sec) as shown in Figure 4.12. The figure shows that even though the average speed error during the first time interval is high (26% for 1.5m/sec), it enhances over time and reaches 14% at time interval 5. This enhancement over the simulation time is a result of the availability of more accurate tag

Figure 4.11: Impact of mobility on average speed error for three different # of mobile readers (50, 100, and 150 mobile readers).
location history even at high mobility. Such a location history is built by TSM by adopting detections to either enhance location estimation and/or estimate tags’ location when no synchronous detections are available (see Figure 4.15 which shows how TSM maintains its performance in terms of average location error).

**Average Location Error:**
In the first experiment, we study the impact of the number of mobile readers on the average location error while considering LAI ≥ 1. The results, as depicted in Figure 4.13, show that increasing the number of mobile readers helps in localizing more tags and/or increasing the number of detections used in localization, thus both Multilateration and TSM show better average location error. However, TSM shows an average enhancement of up to 6% over Multilateration. This enhancement is a result of the time-shifting process, which adapts detections based on the estimated tag speed, allowing more detections to contribute to the localization estimation.

In Figure 4.13, we allow tags to move using random speeds ranging from 0.7m/sec to 1.5m/sec, while in Figure 4.14 we focus on low mobility and high mobility and show the average location error accordingly. The results in Figure 4.14 coincides with Figure 4.13 in that the average location error is enhanced for both schemes when the number of mobile readers increases but TSM has better enhancement even under high mobility. The figure shows that TSM outperforms Multilateration by 4% at low mobility and 13% at high mobility for LAI ≥ 1.
Next we study the impact of the tags’ speed on the average location error, while considering \( LAI \geq 1 \) and \( LAI \geq 3 \). During the experiment, we increase the tags’ speed from 0.7m/sec to

![Figure 4.14: Impact of number of mobile readers on average location error using two different tags' speed (0.7m/sec and 1.5m/sec).](image)
1.5 m/sec while using 100 mobile readers as shown in Figure 4.15. As depicted in the figure, both schemes have better accuracy at low mobility and/or when LAI ≥ 3. Note though that TSM is less affected by tags’ speed than Multilateration even when LAI ≥ 1 due to the time-shifting process. For LAI ≥ 3, the average location error of TSM and Multilateration converge at low tags’ speed values (0.7 m/s) with TSM outperforming Multilateration by 9%. At high tags’ speed (1.5 m/s), the average location error of Multilateration for both LAI ≥ 1 and LAI ≥ 3 increased due to lack of valid detections at high mobility, whereas better result is for LAI ≥ 3. On the other hand, TSM maintains its performance in terms of the average location error as the tags’ speed estimation and time shifting processes alleviate the negative effects of tag speed. In fact, the accuracy of TSM with LAI ≥ 1 at high mobility shows 100% improvement over Multilateration.

In the aforementioned experiments, we assume that mobile readers are accurately localized however this assumption may not be realistic in practice. For location determination of mobile readers in outdoor environments, GPS-based positioning, coupled with street maps, is used with
typical accuracies of 1-3 meters. While indoors, where GPS signals are no longer available, wireless technologies such as WiFi, Ultra Wide Band (UWB), Ultrasonic, or RFID can be used for positioning, providing meter-level accuracy [103] [104]. To justify the TSM performance in such scenarios, we investigate the effect of error in readers’ position (ranged from 0.2m to 1.4m) on the tags’ average location error. Figure 4.16 shows that the error in mobile readers’ positions does not aggressively affect the average location error. As shown in the figure, the average location error of Multilateration and TSM are respectively affected by 8% and 10% when the error in mobile readers’ positions moves from 0.2m to 1.4m.
Another parameter that has impact on the average location error is how frequent mobile readers generate detection records about tags in their interrogation zones. In this experiment, we investigate such impact considering 5 different detection frequencies as shown in Figure 4.17. As depicted in the figure, at higher detection frequencies (say every 2 sec) more detections positively contribute to the localization estimation thus both Multilateration and TSM show better average

![Figure 4.16: Effect of error in mobile readers’ position on average location error](100 mobile readers).
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**Figure 4.17: Impact of detection frequency on average location error**

*(50 mobile readers)*.

location error. However, TSM outperforms Multilateration by 25% at low detection frequencies and 40% at high detection frequencies. This better performance even at low detection frequencies is due to the time shifting process which overcomes the challenge of having a lack of detections.

### 4.6 Conclusion

This chapter tackles the problem of accurately localizing passive objects in distributed and dynamic environments (i.e., typical IoT scenarios). The main challenge in these environments is to have sufficient synchronous spatial information about mobile objects in order to localize them, which is assumed to be available typically in most of lateration-based localization techniques. This assumption, however, may not be reliable in a typical dynamic environment where anchors are mobile and heterogeneous with different and/or short communication ranges.

To overcome this challenge, this chapter proposes the technique Time-Shifted Multilateration (TSM) which utilizes the available asynchronous spatial information to localize and/or enhance objects’ location estimation in the absence of sufficient concurrent readings. TSM shifts the
available spatial information based on the estimated objects’ speed and time differences to reflect the expected current spatial information of the object providing better accuracy. Its properties show that TSM can confine the location of a mobile object to an upper-bounded set. In addition, we assess TSM performance in a fully distributed and dynamic environment through extensive simulations using ns-3 focusing on actual error in object’s speed estimation and location estimation. The results show that under different dynamicity settings, TSM is able to estimate objects’ speed with average error of 4% and outperforms Multilateration in all scenarios in terms of average location error and shows up to 90% improvement at high mobility. We remark that TSM can be combined with any other lateration-based localization technique to enhance mobile object location estimation when the number of spatial information at a specific time is not sufficient.
Chapter 5
Maintaining Availability of Location Information

In Chapter 3, we propose two different fully distributed RFID-based cooperative localization schemes: ReaDS and RICTags. These schemes allow a group of ad hoc heterogeneous and independent mobile RFID readers to estimate locations of surrounding passive-tagged objects (or simply tags) in a typical IoT dynamic environments. The operation of both schemes results in either each mobile reader knowing the locations of a subgroup of tags as in ReaDS or a tag maintaining its own location as in RICTags. Such location information has to be available to system participants by means of a dissemination technique. Such dissemination technique can provide location information availability by managing location queries and replies when certain location information is required.

In this chapter, we propose two different location information dissemination strategies. First, we propose GOSSIPY Pull strategy where the mobile readers exchange location queries or replies when a certain tags’ location is required through a reactive protocol. In this strategy, mobile RFID readers have to communicate with one another in a peer-to-peer mechanism to ensure timely dissemination of location information. Second, we propose using a simple, inexpensive and flexible component known as “memory spots” to disseminate location information and to exchange location queries without the need for direct communication amongst readers. To evaluate our proposed strategies, we introduce two main performance metrics: localization delay, which represents the average time the system takes to respond to a location query generated by any interested participant, and average overhead, which represents the average number of messages the system participants exchange to respond to a location query. We use ns-3 to
simulate a typical IoT dynamic scenario and investigate through several experiments the impact of different dynamicity settings on the aforementioned performance metrics. Our results show that although GOSSIPY Pull strategy provides the recent location information through exchanging queries among readers, it requires readers to identify each other to communicate and the scheme may have scalability issues. On the other hand, using memory spots performs well in terms of localization delay and average overhead under different dynamicity settings. As a proof of concept, we demonstrate an actual deployment of memory spots for information dissemination and obtain real measurements through carrying on an indoor experiment using passive RFID tags and readers.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 presents some of the related work and motivates our proposed strategies. Components, notations and assumptions are given in Section 5.2. GOSSIPY Pull strategy is detailed in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents the dissemination strategy using memory spots. Performance evaluation and result analysis are given in Section 5.5 and the chapter is concluded by a discussion in Section 5.6.

5.1 Related Work and Motivation

Typically, in RFID-based tag localization systems, tags are localized through a set of fixed and coordinated RFID readers which detect surrounding tags and report spatial information about detected tags to a central location server. This central server is in charge of estimating tag locations and providing location information to interested users. Although this centralized approach is robust and caters to a wide range of applications, it provides limited scalability and may not be a practical solution for dynamic IoT. Thus, for distributed localization systems using RFID technology, there is a lack of a distributed information dissemination strategy. Such a
strategy has to be scalable, should ensure timely dissemination of location information among a system’s participants, and must require minimal central infrastructure.

For data dissemination and queries processing in ad hoc networks, abundant research has been conducted tailored for different ad hoc network paradigms such as WSNs and Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs). In WSNs, queries, as well as data are disseminated by means of different routing protocols such as directed diffusion [150], Two-Tier data dissemination [151][152], and Gradient broadcast [152] - [155]. The main goal of these routing protocols is to collect sensing data from sensor nodes and transmit to a sink (i.e., queries generator) which could be mobile following a certain trajectory [156], while conserving sensor energy to maximize the network lifetime. In achieving their goal, the aforementioned protocols organize WSNs into different topologies (e.g., cluster-based or tree-based) or dynamically construct a chain from a sensor node to the sink considering that the sensor nodes are static. Geographic routing is another routing paradigm for WSNs where the interest is sent to sensor nodes in a specified region to serve region-based queries. Geographic routing protocols such as EAGR [157] utilize the geographical location information of each sensor node to deliver data over a network towards the destination.

Due to the limited resources of sensor nodes, solutions for query processing in WSNs are not supportive of remote and global queries. To overcome this limitation, researchers investigated using more powerful mobile devices as a second tier for the purpose of query processing. The research in [158] proposes using ad hoc mobile devices as a second tier in a systematic framework for end-to-end query processing in traditional static WSNs. These mobile devices are used as query generators, query carriers, query injectors to the region of interest in the sensor nodes tier and query result collectors. For mobile devices to exchange query and query’s result, the author adopted the geographic routing paradigm in the mobile devices layer since they
consider region-based queries instead of global network and they assume that mobile devices are location aware.

DTN on the other side has been proposed to design protocols to ensure data transmission in intermittently connected mobile networks with high and unpredictable delay typically based on a store-carry-forward approach. The two main strategies for data dissemination and query processing in such network paradigm are flooding and random walk. In flooding-based strategies, each node sends a copy of carried data or query to all nodes it meets and dissemination is controlled by means of Time to Life (TTL) or hop count. While dissemination strategies based on random walk use probabilistic paths to reach to destination or responder [159]. Although flooding-based strategies have high probability of delivery, they suffer from high overhead, which degrades their overall performance. Other work such as [160] - [163] are proposed to bound the overhead in terms of number of copies and transmissions per message; comparing to flooding-based strategies. For example, Spray and Wait [160] and Spray and Focus [161] spread only small number of copies of a message to the first few relays encountered (spray), and wait for any one of the relays to transmit the message directly to the destination as they move into the network (wait) or each relay forwards its copy further close to the destination using a single-copy utility-based function (focus).

Although there is some similarity between data dissemination and queries processing in WSNs and DTN and these in IoT RFID systems, the problem we intend to solve has different characteristics: (1) RFID readers can change their locations over time and each is only aware of its current location, (2) location information is fully distributed and each mobile reader may be interested in location information managed by other readers, (3) tags to be localized are passive and have limited resources in terms of memory, power and communication capabilities, and (4) the interested readers may not know the exact geographic area where the tag(s) of interest exist.
Considering these characteristics, we devise reactive strategies to ensure timely dissemination of location information in distributed RFID systems.

### 5.2 Components, Notations and Assumptions

We consider a group of ad hoc mobile RFID readers, where each reader maintains location information about surrounding tags (as explained in Chapter 3) and is willing to share such location information with other readers in a timely fashion. This information may range from simple proximity location to more accurate location based on readers’ capabilities (i.e., adaptive power, antenna array, etc.). For simplicity, we consider only proximity location information which contains: *time, tag_id* and *tag_position* (i.e., reader position at time of location estimation).

The operation of each proposed strategy depends on all or some of the following components:

1. **Tags**, representing the objects to be localized, which can be either stationary or mobile and are identified by passive RFID tags.
2. **Readers**, representing the ad hoc uncoordinated, dynamic and heterogeneous RFID readers, which can localize surrounding *Tags* and willing to share their location information with others.
3. **Memory Spots**, representing inexpensive, flexible and limited storage and processing devices that can use WiFi, Bluetooth or RFID technology, which can be distributed in smart areas to offer information storage and retrieval for mobile devices.
4. **Location Information**, a table for each reader. It contains time-stamped estimated positions of interrogated tags and location information received from neighbors through information dissemination process. Attributes of location information are given in Chapter 3, however no need to recall it as it does not affect the operation of our dissemination strategies.
5. **Location Queries**: hold queries about tags that are of interest and need to be localized.
Hereinafter we use the notations defined in Table 5-1 to refer to the aforementioned components, as well as other design parameters in algorithms and examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component/Parameter</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tags</strong></td>
<td>$T = {t_1, t_2, \ldots }$ is the set of $n$ mobile/stationary tags.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Readers</strong></td>
<td>$R = {r_1, r_2, \ldots }$ is the set of $m$ mobile readers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Memory Spots</strong></td>
<td>$MS = {ms_1, ms_2, \ldots }$ is the set of $l$ memory spots.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One-hop neighbors</strong></td>
<td>$NR_i = {nr_{i1}, nr_{i2}, \ldots } \subseteq R$ is a subset of the mobile readers that are in the neighborhood of reader $r_i$ at time $\tau$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Query Timeout</strong></td>
<td>$q_{\text{timeout}}$ is the time to life TTL of generated location queries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Update Interval</strong></td>
<td>$up_{\text{int}}$ is the time interval between successive queries from $r_i$ to $NR_i$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this work, we assume that Readers, as mobile devices, can acquire their own locations at any given time via one of the positioning systems for mobile devices (e.g., GPS, WiFi, or anchors). Readers can reach neighboring readers to share location information (GOSSIPY Pull strategy) or communicate with and update all shared Memory Spots (infrastructure-assisted strategy).

### 5.3 GOSSIPY Pull Strategy

GOSSIPY Pull is a flooding-based strategy in which Readers behave reactively with location information queries generated by interested Readers. The process starts with a reader sending a time-stamped query message asking for a tag(s) of interest to its one-hop neighbors. For simplicity, we explain the process assuming that Readers break down query for multiple tags into multiple single tag query messages. The query message consists of $requestor_{\text{id}}$, $query_{\text{id}}$, $tags_{\text{id}}$, $timeout_{\text{TTL}}$, $up_{\text{int}}$, and $nr_{\text{neighbors}}$. The query message is broadcast to all readers, and each reader that has the requested tag(s) returns a response message with the tag(s) and its location. The query process repeats until all interested Readers have received the requested location information.
\textit{q\_timeout} and \textit{tag\_id}. Each reader receiving this query plays the role of either responder or forwarder. If it has the tags’ location, it generates a reply message containing the location information (\textit{responder\_id}, \textit{time}, \textit{tag\_id} and \textit{tag\_position}) and sends it to its one-hop neighbors. Else, it forwards the query itself with no modification. Doing so allows the query to disseminate between \textit{Readers} until a responder(s) is found or the query has expired based on the \textit{query timeout} parameter. Each reader maintains \textit{requestor\_id} and \textit{query\_id} for forwarded query as long as the query is not expired; allowing it to avoid any loopback in queries forwarding process. Due to \textit{Readers} mobility, there is no guarantee for a reply message to travel along the same path of the query message back to the requestor. Thus, we allow reply messages to be disseminated as query message; allowing the forwarder \textit{Readers} to update such reply message or their location table accordingly.

When a reader receives a reply message, it carries out one of the following actions:

- Discard the reply message if it is originally created by the reader as a responder and has been forwarded back during the dissemination process.
- Update its location information and stop forwarding the message if the reader is the requestor.
- Update its location information if the tag of interest is unknown and discard the reply message if it is outdated or forward it to its one-hop neighbors.
- Update the reply message if the reader has more recent location information about the tag of interest and forward the updated reply message to its one-hop neighbors.

Algorithm 5.1 details how the entire process takes place.
Algorithm 5.1: GOSSIPY Pull strategy - run by Readers

Input: Tag of interest  
Output: updated location tables

if tag, is to be localized then
    Send Query Message (tag, id)
end if

if query message QM is received then
    //check if the query is outdated or it is a loopback message to ignore
    if (QM.requestor_id is my ID or QM.time < current time – q_timeout) then
        Ignore message
        //reply to the query if there is unexpired location information or forward the query
    else if QM.tag_id exists in location table then
        set NRi = current neighbors
        set reply message (responder_id, QM.q_id, QM.tag_id, time, location, q_timeout)
        send reply message to NRi,
    else
        set NRi = current neighbors
        send QM to NRi,
    end if
end if

if reply message RM is received then // at any mobile reader in NRi
    if RM.responder_id is my ID then
        Ignore message  //it is a loopback
    else if RM.time < current time – q_timeout then
        if RM.tag_id is unknown then
            Update location table (RM) //add location information of unknown Tags
        end if
    else if RM.time > location record (RM.tag_id).time then
        Update location table (RM) //update location information with most recent and forward
        set NRi = current neighbors
        send RM to NRi,
    end if
end if

-----------------
procedure Send Query Message (tag_id)
    set query message = (requestor_id, q_id, tag_id, time, q_timeout)
    while tag_id is not localized do
        for each up_int do
            set NRi = current neighbors
            send query message to NRi
        end for
    end procedure
If the requestor does not receive a reply to its query, it resends another query after waiting for an *update interval* as explained in Algorithm I. Due to the randomness of query and response messages, the requestor may get multiple replies for the same query. In this case, the requestor selects the most recent location information based on the time stamp of location information included in each reply. Figure 5.1 shows an illustrative example on how query and response are forwarded amongst *Readers*. As shown in Figure 5.1 (a), $r_5$ is interested in localizing $t_1$ which is out of its interrogation zone; hence, it disseminated a query to its one-hop neighbors ($r_2$ and $r_4$). Accordingly, $r_4$, which does not have location information about $t_1$, forwarded the query to its one-hop neighbor $r_2$. At $r_2$, only one copy of the query was handled and re-forwarded to $r_1$ then $r_3$. As explained in Figure 5.1 (b), when $r_1$ received a reply from $r_3$, it updated its location information and forwarded the reply to its neighbors including $r_2$. However $r_2$ has more recent location information for $t_1$, so it updated the reply message and forwarded it to its neighbors including $r_3$ which is the requestor.

---

**Figure 5.1: GOSSIPY Pull Strategy**
5.4 Dissemination Using Memory Spots Strategy

In the second strategy, we introduce the concept of “Memory Spots” and design a proactive/reactive distributed protocol for location information dissemination indirectly amongst Readers with the support of these Memory Spots, providing high location information availability with lower overhead. As previously mentioned in Section 5.2, Memory Spots are limited storage and processing devices [164][166] that can use WiFi, Bluetooth or RFID technology, and are typically distributed in smart areas to be used by mobile devices. Readers periodically synchronize Tags’ location information with Memory Spots they may pass by. In the synchronization process, a reader: (1) updates the Memory Spots with interrogated Tags (i.e., proactive), (2) obtains location of Tags beyond its interrogation zone and (3) either replies to or carries on and propagates location queries that may exist (i.e., reactive). Carrying a query allows rapid propagation of such query towards other Memory Spots. Readers interested in the location of a tag can interrogate the nearest Memory Spot to pull location information obtained from other passing Readers, or to register a location query. The general framework of this strategy is illustrated in Figure 5.2. In this strategy we define two events: synchronize event at which a reader communicates with any Memory Spot it may pass by, updates the location information on such Memory Spot and carries location information that needs to be disseminated for interests of

![Figure 5.2: General framework of the dissemination strategy based on Memory spots.](image)
other Readers. The second is an occasional event, named query, based on need. When a Reader is interested in localizing a tag(s) beyond its interrogation zone, it checks any Memory Spot it may pass by to pull the required location information or to submit a location query to be manipulated during coming synchronize events. A different location information dissemination strategy is required for Memory Spots in order to identify which location information to be carried by passing Readers in each synchronization process (see Figure 5.3 where a flag, named to_carry, is added and further explanation is given in Section 5.4.2). The following subsections detail the two main processes: location query and synchronization processes from the perspective of Readers and Memory Spots.

5.4.1 Location Query

This process is executed by a reader when it is interested in localizing tag(s) out of its current interrogation zone. As explained in Algorithm 5.2, a reader interested in a tags’ location, first looks for the tag of interest in its local location information. If the required location information does not exist, the reader starts communicating with Memory Spots it passes by to either pull the required location information or registering a location query which contains: requestor_id, query-

![Diagram showing attributes of location information and location queries on both Memory Spots and Readers.](image)

Figure 5.3: Attributes of location information and location queries on both Memory Spots and Readers.
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$id$, $tag_id$, and $q_{\text{timeout}}$.

**Algorithm 5.2** Location query Algorithm - run by *Readers*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Input:</strong> tag ID</th>
<th><strong>Output:</strong> tags’ location information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- set $\text{loc}(\text{requestor}_\text{id}) = r_{id}.\text{location information}$
- set $\text{loc}(\text{MS}_\text{id}) = ms_{id}.\text{location information}$
- set $\text{query}(\text{MS}_\text{id}) = ms_{id}.\text{location queries}$

//look up the tag(s) of interest in reader’s location information before generating query

if $\text{tag}_\text{id}$ exists in $\text{loc}(\text{requestor}_\text{id})$ then

  set $\text{not localized} = \text{False}$

  return $\text{tag}_\text{id}.\text{position}$

else

//contact Memory Spots to retrieve tags’ location information or submit a location query.

  set $\text{not localized} = \text{True}$

  while $\text{not localized}$ do

    contact $\text{MS}$

    for each contacted $ms$ do

      if $\text{tag}_\text{id}$ exists in $\text{loc}(ms_{id})$ then

        set $\text{not localized} = \text{False}$

        return $\text{tag}_\text{id}.\text{position}$

      else  //submit a location query

        generate $Q(\text{requestor}_\text{id}, \text{query}_\text{id}, \text{tag}_\text{id}, \text{q}_{\text{timeout}})$

        add $Q$ to $\text{query}(ms_{id})$

      end if

    end for

  end while

end if

**5.4.2 Synchronization Process**

The main process in this location information dissemination strategy is to iteratively synchronize location information on the distributed *Memory Spots* by passing *Readers*. When a *Reader* conducts a *synchronize* event and accordingly communicates with a *Memory Spot*, the following actions take place:

1. The *Reader* updates the *Memory Spot’s* location information and acquires locations of *Tags* it may be interested in.
2. The Reader pushes its location queries into the Memory Spot, which are carried from other Memory Spots through previous synchronize events.

3. The Memory Spot filters its location queries and discards any query that has been answered or has expired. Accordingly, the Memory Spot switches the flag named “to_carry” in its location information (Figure 5.3) for Tags in answered queries to be disseminated by passing Readers.

4. The Reader carries both “to_carry” location information and remaining queries from the Memory Spot to propagate them into other Memory Spots that it may pass by.

Algorithm 5.3 details how location information is updated by passing Reader on the contacted Memory Spot (i.e., action 1), and it shows how the Reader pushes the queries that it holds into the Memory Spot to be answered by any other passing Reader (i.e., action 2). During the update, the most recent location information is considered in the event of conflicting results.

However, in case of having more accurate location estimation technique than proximity; the accuracy has to be considered as well to decide which location information to use.

Algorithm 5.3 Location and query information updating Algorithm - run by Readers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input:</th>
<th>location and query information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output:</td>
<td>updated location and query information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Algorithm 5.3** Location and query information updating Algorithm - run by Readers

```
set loc(r_id) = r_id.location information
set query(r_id) = r_id.location queries
set loc(ms_id) = ms_id.location information
set query(ms_id) = ms_id.location queries

for each record rec_i in loc(r_id) do
  //push Readers’ location information to update contacted Memory Spot
  if (rec_i.tag_id is not exist in loc(ms_id) or rec_i.time is most recent) then
    add (rec_i.time, r_id, rec_i.tag_id, rec_i.tag_position) to loc(ms_id)
  end if
end for

//push carried location queries to the Memory Spot
for each query q_i in query(r_id) do
  add (r_id, q_i.query_id, q_i.tag_id, q_i.q_timeout) to query(ms_id)
end for
```
Running Algorithm 5.3 allows location queries to accumulate at the *Memory Spot* which may include answered, unanswered or expired queries that need to be manipulated. In addition, the *Memory Spot* is required to highlight the location information for the queries that have been answered to be carried and disseminated to serve interests of other *Readers*; regardless of the interests of current *Reader*. This takes place by switching the *to-carry* flags of these *Tags* to the value of 1. Algorithm 5.4 illustrates how the aforementioned steps generally run by *Memory Spots*, which represents the third action in the synchronization process.

**Algorithm 5.4** Queries filtration Algorithm - run by *Memory Spot*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input:</th>
<th>Output:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>location queries</td>
<td>filtered location queries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```plaintext
set loc(ms_id) = ms_id.location information
set query(ms_id) = ms_id.location queries
for each query q_i in query(ms_id) do
    if q_i.tag_id is exist in loc(ms_id) then
        //mark this record to be carried in coming synchronization event and delete the related query
        set loc(ms_id) \rightarrow q_i.tag_id.to_carry = 1
        delete q_i
    else if q_i.timeout < 0 then delete q_i
    //maintain unanswered and unexpired queries
end if
end for
```

Running Algorithm 5.4 reduces *Memory Spot* resource usage and communication overhead of passing *Readers* by only serving unanswered queries and not propagating outdated ones. Algorithm 5.5 explains the last action in the synchronization process (i.e., action 4) executed by passing *Readers* for the purpose of information dissemination. In the algorithm, a *Reader* carries both the remaining unanswered queries in addition to the “*to-carry*” location information to be considered in the next synchronization process. To avoid loopback, the queries that are originally created by such *Reader* are ignored. When a *Reader* updates its location information, it only considers time-stamped *Tags* locations irrespective of the reader that localized such tags.
Algorithm 5.5 Carry location queries Algorithm - run by Reader

**Input:** location queries  
**Output:** updated location queries

```
set $\text{loc}(\text{r}_\text{id}) = \text{r}_\text{id}$.location information
set $\text{query}(\text{r}_\text{id}) = \text{r}_\text{id}$.location queries
set $\text{loc}(\text{ms}_\text{id}) = \text{ms}_\text{id}$.location information
set $\text{query}(\text{ms}_\text{id}) = \text{ms}_\text{id}$.location queries

for each record $\text{rec}_j$ in $\text{loc}(\text{ms}_\text{id})$ do
    if $\text{rec}_j$.\text{to\_carry} = 1 then //add this location information to Reader’s location information table
        add ($\text{rec}_j$.time, $\text{rec}_j$.\text{tag\_id}, $\text{rec}_j$.\text{tag\_position}) to $\text{loc}(\text{r}_\text{id})$
    end if
end for

for each query $\text{q}_i$ in $\text{query}(\text{ms}_\text{id})$ do
    if ($\text{q}_i$.\text{r\_id} ≠ $\text{r}_\text{id}$) then //carry unanswered queries that do not belong to that this Reader
        add ($\text{q}_i$.\text{r\_id}, $\text{q}_i$.\text{query\_id}, $\text{q}_i$.\text{tag\_id}, $\text{q}_i$.\text{q\_timeout}) to $\text{query}(\text{r}_\text{id})$
    end if
end for
```

Figure 5.4 shows an illustrative example for the operation of our proposed strategy. In Figure 5.4 (a), the reader $\text{r}_1$ localized tags: $t_1$, $t_2$, $t_3$ and it was interested in localizing $t_4$. Then, $\text{r}_1$ communicated with the nearest memory spot $\text{ms}_1$, updated $\text{ms}_1$ with locations of $t_1$, $t_2$, $t_3$ and registered a query asking about $t_4$. The reader $\text{r}_2$ was in the vicinity of $\text{ms}_1$ as well (see Figure 5.4 (b)). So, $\text{r}_2$ updated $\text{ms}_1$ with locations of $t_5$, $t_6$ and carried the query that was generated by $\text{r}_1$ about $t_4$. As in Figure 5.4 (c), $\text{r}_2$, while it moves, communicated with memory spot $\text{ms}_2$ and did the following: updated $\text{ms}_2$ with locations of $t_5$, $t_6$, pushed the query about $t_4$ into $\text{ms}_2$. $\text{ms}_2$ had the location of $t_4$ which was previously updated by another passing reader, therefore $\text{ms}_2$ turned the $\text{to\_carry}$ flag of $t_4$ location to 1. Accordingly, $\text{r}_2$ carried this location information to disseminate it across other memory spots. As in Figure 5.4 (d), at $\text{ms}_2$, another reader $\text{r}_3$ was interested in locations that was updated by $\text{r}_2$, so it acquired such information (location of $t_5$) without query
registration. In addition, \( r_3 \) updated \( ms_2 \) with locations of \( t_7, t_8 \) and carried the location of \( t_4 \) as well. \( r_1 \) while it moves, communicated with a memory spot that has been updated by either \( r_2 \) or \( r_3 \) hence, it acquired the location of \( t_4 \).

\[ \text{Figure 5.4: Illustrative example for dissemination strategy based on Memory Spots.} \]

(a) \( r_1 \) updates \( ms_1 \) and register a query about \( t_4 \). (b) \( r_2 \) updates \( ms_1 \) and carry the query generated by \( r_1 \). (c) \( r_2 \) updates \( ms_2 \) and disseminates the query generated by \( r_1 \), accordingly \( ms_2 \) marks \( t_4 \) as “to_carry” thus, \( r_2 \) carries \( t_4 \). (d) \( r_3 \) updates \( ms_2 \), looks for \( t_5 \) and carries \( t_4 \) as well.
5.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed location information strategies through simulation. We investigate the performance of the two strategies presented: GOSSIPY Pull which is presented in Section 5.3 and using memory spots as presented in Section 5.4. These strategies are based on RFID crowdsourcing by ad hoc mobile readers, passive tags and memory spots in a dynamic IoT environment. Accordingly, their performance may be influenced by a number of dynamic factors such as area topology, number of readers, mobility speed of readers and how frequently they contact each other or memory spots to disseminate or acquire location information. We are interested in two performance metrics:

- **Localization Delay** which represents the average time the system takes to respond to a location query generated by any of interested readers. This metric is affected by the availability of location information and lower localization delay indicates better performance.

- **Average Overhead** which represents the average number of messages the system’s participants exchange (amongst readers or between readers and memory spots) to respond to a location query. The lower number of messages exchanged to fulfill a location query indicates better performance.

5.5.1 Simulation Setup

We adopt the ns-3 network simulator [149] in order to simulate a typical IoT scenario as shown in Figure 5.5, to evaluate our proposed strategies. In this scenario, we simulate a mini attraction area of 200m x 200m containing 14 point of interest, which are linked using pathways of 8m width. We randomly deploy abundant number of tags (1000) while we consider only a 100 randomly selected tags to be used during generating queries.
In addition, we deploy different numbers of mobile readers that move based on Graph Based Mobility Model with a pedestrian speed (range from $0.7m/sec$ to $1.5m/sec$ [170]). Based on this mobility model, the mobile readers are randomly deployed at points of interest and are only allowed to move on those pathways to a randomly selected point of interest. We also allow them to pause for a period of time (say $10sec$) at each point of interest during their movement. After the pause period, each mobile reader changes its speed and moves to another randomly selected point of interest. Mobile readers are in charge of localizing surrounding tags using one of our distributed localization systems proposed in Chapter 3 and either directly communicate with each other to exchange location queries and responses (i.e., GOSSIPY Pull) or communicate with memory spots deployed in the area. Each mobile reader has a reading range of $5m$ to interrogate surrounding tags and communicate with each other and a $30m$ reading range to communicate with memory spots. We also deployed different numbers of memory spots at points of interests and in the pathways. The default update interval (or synchronize interval in case of using memory spots)
is set to 30sec while each mobile reader is allowed to be interested in a random tag and accordingly generate a location query every 60sec (named, request interval). These parameters can be set to other values according to given experiment.

Considering this scenario, we investigate the effects of various parameters such as number of mobile readers, number of memory spots, update interval, request interval and mobility speed on the performance of our proposed strategies in terms of localization delay and average overhead. In calculating the localization delay, we allow readers to generate location queries every query interval then we compute the time it takes for the reader to get a reply and take the average over all generated queries. The results shown are averaged over ten different independent runs with distinct random seeds with a total simulation time of 5000sec per run. The results are within ± 4% of the average with 90% confidence level.

5.5.2 Simulation Results

Localization delay:

In the first experiment, we examine the impact of the number of mobile readers on the localization delay and compare the performance of the two proposed strategies while considering 3 different synchronization or update intervals (60sec, 90sec and 120sec) as shown in Figure 5.6. The results show that increasing the number of mobile readers enhances the localization delay for both strategies however, the better delay for both strategies is for the scenario of more frequent synchronization or update events (i.e., update interval of 60sec in our experiment).

In case of GOSSIPY Pull strategy, the localization delay is dramatically decreased by increasing the number of mobile readers but on account of average overhead as seen in Figure 5.11. As depicted from the figure, using memory spots allows readers to rapidly disseminate
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Figure 5.7: Impact of number of mobile readers on localization delay for three different synchronization intervals (using 14 memory spots at points of interest)

location queries hence answers more queries with considerably lower delay than the GOSSIPY Pull strategy.

In the second experiment, we study the impact of the number of memory spots on the localization delay (does not apply for GOSSIPY Pull strategy). The results show that increasing the number of memory spots slightly affects the localization delay (by an average of only 3% as

Figure 5.6: Effect of number of memory spots on localization delay (using 75 readers)
shown in Figure 5.7). This effect is due to the travel time of either the location queries or replies may be longer at higher number of memory spots with less frequent synchronization events. In addition, the long travel time of either the location queries or replies may result in increasing the average overhead as explained in Figure 5.12.

We also conduct an experiment to further investigate the impact of the frequency of synchronize event considering different number of mobile readers (as shown in Figure 5.8). The results support our observations in Figure 5.6 and show that the better localization delay is for higher number of mobile readers, which synchronize their location information with memory spots more frequently (e.g., by an average of 11% when the number of mobile readers is doubled and an average of 15% when the synchronization frequency is quadrupled). However, more attention should be given to the average overhead which is proportional to the synchronization frequency but slightly affected by the number of mobile readers (see Figure 5.13).

![Figure 5.8: Impact of synchronization frequency on localization delay for different number of mobile readers (using 14 memory spots at points of interest).](image-url)
Another parameter that may have effect on localization delay is how frequent location queries are generated by interested mobile readers (request interval). In this experiment, we investigate such impact considering 4 different synchronization intervals (45 sec, 60 sec, 75 sec, and 90 sec) as shown in Figure 5.9. The results in the figure coincide with the results shown in Figure 5.8 in terms of less frequent synchronization events resulting in lower localization delay. However, generating more queries slightly affects the localization delay (e.g., by an average of 3.7% when the rate of generating location queries is quadrupled – from every 120 sec to every 30 sec); providing a consistent performance in terms of localization delay.

The impact of mobile readers’ speed is depicted in Figure 5.10 with respect to localization delay. The figure shows that high speed mobility enhances the localization delay with an average of 8% when the speed is almost doubled. This enhancement is due to: (1) the mobile readers move faster hence, rapidly update memory spots; resulting in location information dissemination prior query generation; and (2) fast mobility allows readers to carry and forward unanswered location queries in a shorter time compared with low mobility speed which results in less response time.

![Figure 5.9: Impact of different request intervals on localization delay for different synchronization intervals (using 14 memory spots and 75 mobile reader).](image)
Average Overhead:

The impact of the number of mobile readers on average overhead is investigated for both strategies as illustrated in Figure 5.11. We measure the average overhead under 3 different synchronization or update intervals (60sec, 90sec and 120sec) and typically lower overhead is observed when synchronization events occur less frequently but on account of localization delay (refer Figure 5.6). As shown in Figure 5.11, increasing number of mobile readers in pull strategy magnifies the average overhead due to broadcasting location queries and replies among mobile readers. Using memory spots as focal points amongst mobile readers (i.e., no direct communication), the average overhead is reduced by an average of 70% when the number of mobile readers is tripled (from 50 readers to 150 readers) when compared to GOSSIPY Pull strategy even at less frequent synchronization. This enhancement is because more mobile readers, memory spots are updated in a timely fashion, hence location queries are satisfied with fewer carry and forwarding messages.
Next we study the impact of the number of memory spots on the average overhead as shown in Figure 5.12 (does not apply for GOSSIPY Pull strategy). When the number of memory spots is tripled (i.e., by adding more memory spots in the pathways not only at points of interest), the average overhead is adversely affected (68% worse). This is because location queries and replies are required to traverse more memory spots, which generates more messages and increases the
average overhead. The least effect on the average overhead is for the less frequent synchronization (i.e., 120sec) where mobile readers maintain their location information and carried queries for longer time before updating memory spots which consequently decreases the traversed memory spots.

While increasing the frequency of event synchronization enhances the localization delay as shown in Figure 5.8 however, it has an adverse effect in terms of average overhead as seen in Figure 5.13. Increasing the frequency of event synchronization significantly affects the average overhead while the number of mobile readers has an insignificant effect (3%) which might be neglected compared to the effect of synchronization frequency. The same adverse effect of increasing the synchronization frequency is also experienced when interested readers generate location queries more frequently (4 times faster) as illustrated in Figure 5.14. Although increasing the frequency of event synchronization results in higher overhead.

![Figure 5.13: Impact of synchronization frequency on average overhead for different # of mobile readers (using 14 memory spots).]
As observed in Figure 5.14, at a high rate of location queries, more frequent synchronization events result in lower overhead. Faster location information dissemination can satisfy more queries through location information updates with no need for carry and forward messages; decreasing the average overhead by an average of 24%.

In our last experiment, we investigate the impact of mobile readers’ speed on the average overhead.
overhead while considering four different synchronization intervals (45sec, 60sec, 75sec, and 90sec). The results (see Figure 5.15) show that the mobility speed of mobile readers slightly enhances the average overhead (i.e., by an average of 7% when the speed is doubled), with better performance at lower synchronization frequency.

5.5.3 Field Experiment

In this section, we demonstrate using memory spots for information dissemination and obtain real measurements through carrying on an indoor experiment using an actual passive RFID system. In the experiment we design a cubicle-level localization system using passive mobile readers to localize passive-tagged objects (e.g., staff properties such as laptops, bags and personal items) over three labs at the School of Computing at Queen’s University as illustrated in Figure 5.16. We allow mobile readers to provide cubicle level accuracy with support of RFID reference tags, which are carefully deployed in each cubicle such that the power level of mobile readers is adjusted accordingly. For location information dissemination, we deploy three BeagleBoard-xM [167] which act as memory spots in the corridor which are programmed to run Algorithm 5.5

![Diagram of lab testbed experiment environment.](image-url)
defined in Section 5.4. The mobile readers, while moving, share locations of localized tagged-objects and submit location queries by executing Algorithm 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 defined in Section 5.4 with respect to deployed memory spots (ms₁, ms₂ and ms₃ as in Figure 5.16). In the following, we present the system components, the system execution process including setup and implementation details and experimental use cases along with results.

**System components**

1. **RFID passive mobile reader (DotH-300U):** is a UHF RFID range hand-held terminal operating in the 860 MHz ~ 960 MHz UHF (see Figure 5.17 (a)) with reading range up to 5 meters. The reader is based on the EPCglobal Gen2 specification [16] with 512MB NAND flash memory and 256MB of memory MDDr. The Operating system is Windows® CE with a reader display of 3.5 inches touch screen. The mobile reader communicates through Wireless LAN IEEE 802.11b/g/n, and Bluetooth.

2. **BeagleBoard-xM:** is a low cost ARM Cortex A8 board with Texas Instruments Cortex A8 1GHz processor and 512 MB RAM [16] and runs a custom Ubuntu 11.4 operating system designed for the BeagleBoard and is enriched by USB WiFi Dongle (see Figure 5.17 (b)).

3. **RFID passive tag:** is a read/write RFID transponder (see Figure 5.17 (c)) operating in the 860 MHz ~ 960 MHz UHF range and is based on the EPCglobal Gen2 specification with 96 bits of user programmable memory field with read, write and lock capabilities. Its package is a cut

![DotH-300U RFID reader.](image1)
![BeagleBoard xM.](image2)
![RFID passive tag.](image3)

*Figure 5.17: System components used in field experiments.*
tape of 88.9mm x 25.40mm which allow it to be easily attached to objects of interest. Some of them are to be used as reference tags to provide cubicle-level accuracy while others are to be used to identify objects of interest (e.g., staff properties such as laptops, bags and personal items).

**System execution process**

**Setup:** In the first stage, we create a *reference database*, which binds a tag ID to each cubicle included in our experiment as illustrated in Figure 5.16; assigning a name to each tag which is the student name of corresponding cubicle. These tags are then deployed in corresponding cubicles to function as reference tags such that the location of interrogated tags is determined based on the concurrently detected reference tag (e.g., proximity-level localization). In the second stage, we identify a collection of students’ properties with passive tags and create a *dictionary database* that maps each tag to a name corresponding to the object identified by such tag. The aforementioned databases are used in determining the proximate location of tagged-objects and to provide names of objects when maintaining location information and satisfying location queries. Last, we use KeyWedge, an application on the *DotH-300U* mobile reader, to adjust the power level and interrogation frequency of the mobile readers by iteratively walking through cubicles based on given pathways described in Figure 5.16 while interrogating tags, including reference tags, using different power levels and/or interrogation frequencies. We consider the power level and interrogation frequency that allows the reader to only interrogate tags in given cubicle when it pass through and be close to such cubicle for a specific period of time.

**Implementation details:**

Most of the implementation steps take place on the mobile readers and memory spots as the tags are passive. For the mobile readers which run Windows handheld classic version 6.5, we
developed two console applications using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008. The first application periodically takes the file generated by KeyWedge which contains scanned tags within a certain scan period (5sec) and with support of reference database, it generates location information file and automatically beams it to memory spot using Wi-Fi. This location information file contains date, time, tag_id, cubicle for all interrogated tags and is used to update location information on memory spot as per Algorithm 5.3. The second application receives location query database from a memory spot, dumps expired queries and pushes the remaining queries to any other contacted memory spot. We also developed a Windows application using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 to allow mobile readers (and possibly any mobile device) to generate location query and send it to contacted memory spot as indicated in Algorithm 5.2. For memory spots, we programmed three applications using C++ to receive location information file sent by readers and update local location information file accordingly, receive location query generated by a mobile reader and either fetch required location if available and send it back to the requestor or save the query in location query database to be pushed to other contacted mobile reader.

**Experiment scenarios and results:**

In our experiment, we evaluate the performance of the system while considering different scenarios in terms of mobile readers’ scan period, how frequent mobile readers synchronize their data with memory spots and how frequent mobile readers may pass through memory spots to carry and forward location information and/or location queries. In the experiment we distribute 50 tagged-objects on 18 cubicles over 3 labs. Then, we allow 3 mobile readers to move through the 3 labs (1 mobile reader per lab) using pedestrian speed, stop for the scan period at each cubicle and send the generated location information to the memory spot close to the lab every synchronization interval. In addition, we allow each mobile reader to generate a location query asking for a
randomly selected tag at every synchronization interval. For evaluation, we measure the following metrics:

**Localization quality**: this metric consists of three complement percentages; the percentage of *correctly-localized* tags (the estimated location is same as the actual location), the percentage of *incorrectly-localized* tags (the estimated location is not the same as actual location\(^1\)) and the percentage of *un-localized* tags (the tags are not interrogated at all).

**Localization delay**: This metric represents the average time it takes for a tag location to be distributed on the 3 memory spots. We measure this time for each tag of interest as the difference between its query time and the maximum of its update times at the 3 memory spots. Then we take the average over all tags of interest (*correctly-* and *incorrectly-localized*).

**Average Overhead**: the number of messages exchanged amongst mobile readers and memory spots to disseminate the location of tags of interest. We measure this metric by counting the messages exchanged until all locations of tags of interest are disseminated and take the average over all localized tags (*correctly-* and *incorrectly-localized*).

The results are shown in Table 5-2 where we run the experiment for 10 times and take the average. As indicated in the table, inflating the scan period decreases the percentage of un-localized tags but on account of the percentage of incorrectly localized tags. This is due to that standing longer at each cubicle may allow the mobile reader to interrogate more tags including tags close to the edge of neighboring cubicles. However, the high ratio of un-localized tags is for cubicles close to the work area for wireless sensor & RFID (L\(_1\)C\(_2\), L\(_1\)C\(_3\), L\(_1\)C\(_5\) and L\(_1\)C\(_6\)) as shown in Figure 5.16, which contains many unknown tags resulting in high collision. In addition, increasing the synchronization frequency positively affects the localization delay on account of

\(^1\) If two reference tags are detected during the same scan period, the more recent detected one is considered in localizing other interrogated tags which may result in *incorrectly-localized* tags.
the average overhead which conforms to the simulation results. The table also shows that the passing frequency adversely affects the average overhead, with lower overhead when synchronization is less frequent.

**Table 5-2: Testbed experimental results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scan period (in seconds)</th>
<th>Localization Quality (in percentage)</th>
<th>Synchronization frequency (in seconds)</th>
<th>Passing frequency (in seconds)</th>
<th>Localization Delay (in seconds)</th>
<th>Average Overhead (in # of messages)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correctly localized</td>
<td>Incorrectly localized</td>
<td>Un-localized</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>194.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>142.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>199.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>222.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>162.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>120</td>
<td>226.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5.6 Discussion and Conclusion**

Although centralized RFID systems typically are more robust, they require fixed and coordinated infrastructure and suffer from limited scalability; rendering them less suitable for large and dynamic environments such as IoT scenarios. In these scenarios, distributed solutions especially solutions based on crowdsourcing may provide an acceptable level of robustness, while being scalable and less expensive. In this chapter, we proposed two strategies to cooperatively disseminate location information among participants for distributed RFID-based localization systems. The first strategy is flooding-based, where participants directly communicate with each other to exchange location information in a distributed manner. As a flooding-based strategy, its performance is significantly worse at large scale and/or high dynamicity settings. The second proposed strategy offers an indirect cooperative dissemination where participants, thanks to a cost
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effective minimal infrastructure, do not have to directly communicate with one another. In this strategy, participants proactively disseminate their information over “memory spots” distributed in smart areas and reactively carry and forward location queries and responses; providing high location information availability with less overhead as concluded through our extensive simulation experiments. The availability of memory spots in smart areas can become a reality by considering the market awareness of the business values generated by deploying smart building solutions (residential or commercial). However, in the absence of such “memory spots”, a cost effective alternative is a semi-passive RFID tag, which has a relatively long read/write range compared with a typical passive RFID tags, on-board processor and data storage. Mobile devices, according to their different wireless communication capabilities, can use compatible memory spots to disseminate location information or location queries. As a conclusion, in dynamic and mobile IoT environments there are abundant crowd resources that can be leveraged to provide scalable distributed solutions where centralized and/or fixed infrastructure-based approaches are infeasible.
Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

The vision of IoT is a world where every object or “thing” has the ability to interact with its surrounding environment; forming pervasive computing environments. IoT builds upon many technologies amongst which RFID stands at the forefront for the purposes of object identification and tracking. IoT applications span a wide and diverse range of domains such as transportation, healthcare, and smart environments to offer users more convenient context-aware and location-aware services. For context information to be useful, and for enabling location-based services, the ability to locate objects is essential. To accurately estimate a location of objects in this dynamic distributed environment and make such location information accessible is a big challenge which is addressed by this thesis. Solutions to this problem are proposed based on different technologies such as UWB, Infrared, Ultrasound, and RFID which can provide localization services but on account of expensive infrastructure deployed especially to provide localization. In this thesis we devise two distributed crowdsourcing schemes which leverage the available RFID resources in terms of mobile readers and RFID tags to provide a localization service. In addition we propose a localization technique to enhance location accuracy when the available information used in location estimation is not sufficient. Finally, we design two distributed information dissemination techniques based on none or minimal infrastructure.

6.1 Summary

In Chapter 3, we devised two distributed cooperative localization schemes: ReaDS and RICTags. Our first scheme, ReaDS, depends on the mobile readers’ ability to communicate with
each other to share spatial information about surrounding objects within a one-hop neighborhood. Each reader periodically estimates the locations of its surrounding tags using collected and exchanged spatial information. Our second scheme releases the dependency on direct communication amongst readers and utilizes tags’ residual memory instead. In this scheme, the cooperation takes place through storing spatial information on tags’ memory which can be retrieved by other passing readers to estimate tags’ location and write them back on their memories.

In Chapter 4, we studied the problem of accurately localizing a passive mobile object when the available concurrent spatial information about that object is not sufficient, which is a common challenge in dynamic and distributed environments. To overcome this challenge, we proposed a Time-Shifted Multilateration technique in which asynchronous spatial information is shifted based on object speed and time differences to provide better location accuracy. TSM starts by estimating the objects’ speed based on old locations and uses such speed to estimate the current location of such an object. Our simulation experiments show that, recursively, TSM is able to accurately estimate object speed and to enhance location accuracy in highly dynamic scenarios.

In Chapter 5, we addressed the problem of maintaining location information availability among system participants through two different distributed information dissemination strategies. The first strategy is a reactive one where mobile readers “gossip” amongst each other their location queries/responses with no need for any supportive infrastructure. However, for large scale scenarios and/or when readers do not communicate with each other, we proposed the use of memory spots. Memory spots are inexpensive and flexible components deployed in a given environment to be used by readers to indirectly disseminate location information. Both simulation and field experiments indicate that the use of memory spots is a promising direction not only for location information availability but for other smart applications in various domains.
6.2 Limitations and Future Directions

We identify two limitations of this research work. First, the proposed solutions are based on the penetration of RFID crowdsourcing represented in handheld RFID readers, RFID readers embedded in mobile devices and passive tags with considerable memory. Second, we assume that mobile RFID readers are capable of acquiring their locations at any given time.

For the first aspect, and due to the great interest of RFID manufacturers, RFID development achieved unceasing technical progress in addition to cost reductions and standardization in the past few years. Examples of such technical progress as explained in Section 3.6 are the rapid advancements in antenna design for handheld RFID readers which result in longer reading and writing ranges. In addition, readers are supported with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth which allow them to communicate each other and/or with other wireless devices. Tags, even the passive ones, became more capable to store data in addition to their unique identifiers (e.g., Tego Launches 32-Kilobyte EPC RFID tag). Consequently, typical expectations are: (1) objects can be easily identified by passive RFID tags, which are inexpensive, and widely available, (2) embedded RFID readers in mobile devices will be rapidly adopted, and (3) Tags’ memories will play a significant role in data exchange.

For the second aspect, although knowing the position of mobile readers is a challenge, GPS-based positioning, coupled with street maps, is used in outdoor environments with typical accuracies of 1-3 meters. While indoors, where GPS signals are no longer available, wireless technologies such as WiFi, Ultra Wide Band (UWB), Ultrasonic, or RFID can be used for positioning, providing meter-level accuracy. From our simulation experiments explained in Chapter 3, we conclude that although errors in mobile readers’ position affect the object location accuracy, the effect is not aggressive.
Our work opened several research directions. For example, in Chapter 3 mobile readers cooperate directly or indirectly to localize surrounding objects while they move. An interesting direction is to investigate their mobility pattern and study how it may positively or negatively affect location accuracy, and to figure out how we can benefit from the relation between their mobility and objects’ mobility for better location accuracy. In Chapter 4, TSM considered object speed to enlarge asynchronous detections irrespective to the object moving direction. We plan to involve the objects’ moving direction to either enlarge or shrink detections based on such estimated direction and study the behavior of TSM accordingly. Another direction is to further investigate the impact of error in mobile readers’ position on location accuracy and derivate a mathematical model to formulate such an effect. We proposed the use of memory spots in Chapter 5. Future work could investigate the parameters that control the optimal deployment of memory spots in a given area and to study how these parameters are correlated. We assumed that memory spots can only communicate with mobile readers which are the initiator of the synchronization process. It would be interesting to investigate the case where memory spots can communicate with one another and/or are able to trigger the synchronization event at need.

6.3 Concluding Remarks

The tremendous proliferation of mobile devices, along with the adoption of different wireless capabilities such as WiFi, Bluetooth, and RFID in such devices, originates the concept of wireless crowdsourcing in distributed and/or ad hoc environments. The use of wireless crowdsourcing to provide a variety of services is a promising approach especially when having a centralized and/or fixed infrastructure is infeasible. Several questions must be considered though. Do we have enough participants to provide the service? Are the participants intended to directly cooperate with one another to achieve a common goal or do they have to cooperate indirectly? Does the
heterogeneity of participants hinder their cooperation? Our work has shown that the use of RFID crowdsourcing coupled with the deployment of a simple storage and information exchange component (memory spots) can provide an effective and practical object localizations service.

Our work has shown that the number of available crowdsourcing participants affects the accuracy of the localization service. When resources are sparse, some techniques such as TSM can be used to limit such effect. In some scenarios, proximity location is sufficient which means that only one, current detection of the object of interest is enough to determine the area where it is currently located. When accurate positioning is desired, in the absence of sufficient concurrent detections, TSM can calculate the current location of an object based on estimated objects’ speed and old detections. If objects move in pathways with known width and direction, this knowledge can be coupled with TSM to estimate more accurate locations.

We conclude by remarking that utilizing crowdsourcing participants along with knowledge of their behavior can be used to provide a multiplicity of services with no need for expensive and/or central infrastructure.
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